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Celebrating Principles Of Life
The Nguzo Saba
celebration at various locations
in St. Petersburg. Photo

ously demonstrated every
where the principles were dis

Immediately following the
Christmas holiday, beginning

expressions of the week-long
activities indicated that the

on the 26th of December,
many African Americans
throughout the country and in

seven principles were definite
ly practiced and the beliefs
of our people are very strong.

cussed. The children and adult
participants from the Dundu
Dole African Dancers and

our community celebrated
Kwanzaa.

The seven principles of
Kwanzaa celebrated were:

Kwanzaa is a seven-step ,
seven day practice with impor
tant principles and is a major
cultural holiday and way of life
which displays traditional val
ues, contributing to the success
of our heritage.

Umojo-Umty; KujichaguliaSelf Determination; Ujama-

the community shared in the

Collective Work and Respon
sibility; t^amaa-Cooperative
Economics;
Ma-Purpose;
Araarrha-Creativity
and
Imani-Faith.
Kwanzaa is designed to be

Watson Haynes To Speak
At AAYREC's Meeting

•

by Allene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERSBURG -

The seven principles (one
celebrated each day of Kwan
zaa) individuals, family and

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

____

Drummers colorfully and
musically demonstrated thentalents and the African tradi
tion during the feast.
The Karamu feast - the
final day of Kwanzaa was the
largest of all days celebrated
where people from our village

came togetherJo reflect collec
tively cm all seven days. A
large variety bf food, drinks

ST.

PETERSBURG -

Watson Haynes, an early sup

porter of newly elected Gover
nor, Jeb Bush, will be the fea
tured speaker at AAVREC’s
Monthly Meeting on Saturday,
January 9,1999 at 10:00 am.
at the Enoch Davis Center.
Chairperson \fyrle Davis
stated that they speaker will
talk about the upcoming Leg
islative Session and what we

can expect from the Bush
Administration.

The public is invited to the
meeting.

and desserts were plentiful.

very festive and is a celebra
tion of family community and

hosted by the following: J. Carl

culture which was conspicu

Please see pg. 7

Activities this year were

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

Watson Haynes

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.

WE BELIEVE
IN PEOPLE

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
ESTABLISHED 19M .

HOME FURNISHING CENTERS

BLACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A “BEGGAR RACE’

2200 - Dr. M.L. King St. S., St. Pete
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BUILDING ~
FREEDOM’S HOUSE

By Police Chief Goliath Davis

Delivered on January 1,1999 at the Emancipation Proclama

rebellion....shall be then, thenceforward, and forever free...”
Like the blue prints upon which this building permit was issued,

tion Services oftheNAACP.
Good morning and Happy New Year! This is the time of

the Emancipation Proclamation was delivered during a time of

year when we pause and reflect on the past, assess the present,

great contradiction and strife. For freedom fighters were
attempting to Build Freedoms House while engaged in a great
civil war.

contemplate the future, and based upon our assessment of the
past and present, make resolutions and promises for the new
year.”

rians as one of the great documents in the history of the United

This morning, we gather to reflect on the past and the

States. And just two years after its issuance, the 13th amend-

Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation is regarded by histo

Emancipation Proclaniatitm, assess our present conditions and

I am honored to appear before you this morning as we gath

Lincoln’s building permit, the question - What do we do about
the negro? still remains. We still struggle as Blacks and African
Americans to be more than just 3/5 of a person.
The construction company better known as
the Peo
ple” must remain diligent in our quest to build one and not two
houses in this country we call America. For too long now, we
have toiled under the edict ofseparate but equal even though the

er to oxnmemorate the signing of the Emancipation Ftoelamation roughly 135 years ago. I have chosen to speak briefly on

Brown decision of 1954 outlawed the practice. Those trapped
in poverty ’s house, peer daily out of their windows only to see

the topic, “Building Freedom’s House.”

Asayoungboy.Iwouldoftenlistenasconstruetionwoikers spoke of building houses or office buildings. They would
carefully elaborate on the process noting the details involved in
clearing the land, digging the footers, pouring the foundation,
erecting the walls and hanging the windows and doors.

On July 4,1776, America began the process of constructing
Freedom’s House with the signing of the Declaration of Inde
pendence, the first draft of the blueprint needed to ensure that

all future additions would appropriately fit our continued quest
for freedom and human rights. The blue print laid ihe very foun
dation for equality when the founding fathers proclaimed: “Ofe

hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created

equal, that they are endowed by their creator with certain
unalienable rights, that amount these are Life, Liberty and the
Ipursiat of Happiness. ” The blueprint was completed in 1787,

when the members of the Constitutional Conventim complet
ed drafting the Constitution of these United States of America.
And on July 1,1863, when it was apparent that many were not
following the blueprints, President Abraham Lincoln, issued a

>v Allene Gammage-Ahmed
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ST. PETERSBURG - On
Friday morning, January 1,
1999 at 11:00 am. the St.

■Mil

Petersburg Branch of the
NAACP held the Emancipa
tion Proclamation Service at
Pleasant Grove Missionary
Baptist Church where Rev.
Joseph Gordon is pastor.

■

-

What is the Emancipation

Proclamation and who was it

prepare ourselves to continue the struggle into the new year.

Allow me to pause and give honor to God and the servant
He has stationed here at this house of worship, the Rev, Joseph
Gordon, Rev. Miller, members and officers of this church,
NAACP President, GameUe Jenkins, dignitaries, guests and
friends. I bring you greetings from the Rev. Brian Brown and
the St Mark Missionary Baptist Church family.

Police Chief Goliath Davis Delivers
Speech Of The Year--------------------

that endorsed this document
and when?
The Emancipation Procla
mation of January 1,1863 was
signed into Congress by Abra
ham Lincoln and was an act to
abolish slavery. Emanuel
Stewart, retired school princi
pal of Gibbs Senior High
School shared a rendition of

how some are able to occupy houses of prosperity. Standing on
the foundation poured by the likes of Nat Ttimer, Harriet Tub-

the original Emancipation

man, Marcus Garvey, Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, Jt Roy
Wilkins, Rev. Enoch Davis, Morris Milton, Rev. Geemer and

Councilman Ernest Ftllyau

countless others. Gamelle Jenkins, Leon Russell and those

active in the NAACP and other movements continue the strug
gle for freedom.
We must strive to ensure thatthe doors NtFreedotrisllouse
remain doors of opportunity and in doing so, must constantly
fight off those who wish to turn back the hands cf time and

abolish affirmative action and other legal protections that serve

as protective walls around the partially constructed structure
where people ofcolor, women and the oppressed still seek com
fort and refuge from those obsessed with destruction- those
actively engaged in the business

demolishing individual

rights and liberties.

For white we have made considerable progress in the con
struction of Freedom's House,

the house is far from being com

Proclamation.
brought greetings from the

Qty of St. Petersburg and

other council members.
This was also the installa
tion of officers for 1999 and

i
-;

BL
L-R: Horace Nero, Goliath Davis and Ernest Fillyau

whose topic was “Building

Promise, Secretary, Jemard
Woodard, Treasurer and Corey
White Chaplain.
The program was coordi
nated by Mrs. Dorothea Miller

Every Voice and Sing” and
closing remarks by Rev.
Joseph Gordon.

Freedom’s House.” Realisti

Introduction of the speaker
was presented by Sgt. Horace

1999 version of the Emancipa
tion Proclamation. His speech

and Jura Philpot and proceed
ed as follows: Invocation,

Nero, 1st Vice President,

was most eloquent, compas

NAACP, who rolled out the

sionate arid emotional as he

Bishop John Copeland, Mace

red carpet with echoes of won

donia Freewill Baptist Church;

derful things to say about the

continued to give thanks for all
of his achievements to individ

cally, this could be the chief’s

Welcome, Jura Philpot; Musi

individual who would follow

uals throughout our communi

the newly elected Youth offi

cal selections were rendered

his introduction.

ty

cers who are: Danielle
Woods, President, Shani

by the Angelic Choir and

Speaker for the occasion

everyone joined in singing the
National Negro Anthem, “Lift

was St. Petersburg Chief of

Chief Goliath Davis’Emanci

Police, Dr. Goliath Davis

pation Speech printed:

Lodge, Vice President, Deon

Please see our Lead Story -

Please see pg. 4

The McAllisters Celebrate 14th
Wedding Anniversary —

plete. In this and other communities across the country, we are
still engaged in the building process in order to ensure children
of color obtain a quality education, police departments cease
enforcing discriminatory practices such as “ driving while

celebrate their 14th Wedding

pation Proclamation.
With this building permit, he proclaimed: “All slaves with

Wade”, lending institutions cease red lining aid America gener

Anniversary.

ally continues to strive to fulfill its promise.

in any state or designated part of a state...then...in

Please see pg.4

The surprise celebration
was brought to the attention of

building permit to those still dedicated to the task to Building
Freedom’s House and called this building permit the Emanci

TAMPA - On December
30,1998, Mr. and Mrs. James
R. McAllister were blessed to

Mrs. McAllister when a lim

Rene Flowers Announces

ousine from Gary Sheffield’s
Limo Services pulled up in

front of her place of employ

fffyvt
flowers
< - nr I cauNCll

ment ready to escort she and
her husband to Red Lobster for
the anniversary celebration.
The McAlllister’s were
joined by many of their fami
ly and friends.

ST. PETERSBURG - Rene

Flowers, left, surrounded by
supporters, announces her can
didacy for the District 7 City

Council seat currently held by

retiring

Councilman

Ernest

Fillyau.
At

Mr. & Mrs. McAllister

the

announcement,

Flowers invited the public to the
opening of her campaign head

quarters, located at 3462 5th

Avenue North.
The office opening recep

tion will be on Monday, January

11th, from 6-8 p.m.

1r

I

MLK Parade vendor Meetings Scheduled
ST. PETERSBURG-AU

will be on a first come first

vendors interested in partic
ipating in the SCLC’s 19th

serve basis. There is an
entrance fee.
•Thursday, January 7th,

annual MLK parade are asked
to attend one of the foUowing
meetings. Vendor placement

6:30-8:30 p.m.;

•Saturday, January 9th,
9:00-11:00 a.m.;

•Thursday, January 14th
6:30-8:30 p.m. and;

•Saturday, January 16th

9:00-11:00. AU meetings wiU
be held at the Enoch Davis
Center.
For additional information
call 2070003.
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How Many Guardian Angels
Does It Take To Make You Fly?
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by Khana A. Riley
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I am Khana Riley, age 11,

friends, and I said a couple of

grade 6. This column “Kids
Comer” each week will fea

words that should not have
been said. This has been going

ture comments from kids. So if ' on for about 3 months and I
you are between file age of 5 think that it is time that we
and 12, write me about what became friends again.
Dear Precious and Britney,
you’ve learned in school, or
for advice about making I am sorry that I talked and
friends.
Today’s Kids Comer is
about a lesson learned and

apologizing when you are
AEGON Equiity Group Lobby Tree with employees' donations

cruel to a friend.
Well readers, I got in a ver

CLEARWATER - The
employees of AEGON Equity
Group in partnership with
Community Service Founda
tion have given flight to many
families throughout the past 15

bal fight with two of my

treated u that way. My attitude

was wrong, I have learned my
lesson, and I will not do it
again. Please forgive me. I am
very sorry. If you do not, I

understand.
Until next week.....write.

Kiwanis Holds
Holiday Meeting At
Bethune-Cookman
College--------------- “

years in the holiday spirit. This
year hundreds of gifts were
graciously donated by the
AEGON employees and dis
persed through CSC to fami

lies in the low to moderate
income level that don’t have
the opportunity to offer thenchild a gift of love under the

Gibbs
Class Of
’58 Begins
New Year

by
Bob Gilder

TOGETHER

ST. PETERSBURG - ■
The 1958 graduates of Gibbs

Senior High School will begin
the New Year with a meeting
on January 9, 1999 at 2:30
pan. at the James B. Sanderlin

Center.
All graduates in town are
encouraged to attend at least
one meeting to see your class
mates and to find out what

events are taking place.
AMemorial Prayer will be
offered to our Lord and Savior
for all recently departed class
mates whom we are aware of
and they are: Cora Lee Cor
bett, Jeanette Chambliss

Gaines,

Ernest

Theodore

Melvin,

Givins,
Betty

Holmes Thompson, Joan
Dixon Wallace, Virginia
Williams Washington and
Eugene
(Nushi
Blushi)

Williams.
Other business of concern
will be plans for a Pre or Post
Valentine Day events. Meet
ings are held once a month on
the second Saturday at 2:30
pm. at the James B. Sanderlin
Center, 2335-22nd Avenue

tree. The stories of need
vary...grandparents on limited

South.

income raising a developmen-

tally handicapped child; a sin

St. Alban’s
Episcopal
Church To
Host Blood
Drive---------

Nicki Christopher Whiting

gle mom with 4 children
through her church; a family
who needed both incomes to
give their children a holiday

moderate income families has
been servicing the needs of

utility bills, rent, mortgage and

present and, when the wife

Pinellas County for over forty
years. The Foundation funded

eviction or foreclosure threat

was brought to her boss for
what she thought was a holi

by local businesses, individu
als, grants and governmental

counseling to mediate when
ens. The Foundation also owns
and manages 76 affordable

The tears flow; the hugs are

families to find affordable

housing units throughout
Pinellas County. Call (727)
461-0618 for more informa

abundant The toys and donat-

housing for rent or purchase.

tion on classes and counseling.

day bonus turned out to be a
pink dip due to downsizing.

... ed,. food

form

Checkers

Restaurants and monetary
donations from other generous
donors offer a brief moment of
joy to those less fortunate, but,
in reality, only a band-aid to a

gaping wound.
The Community Service
Foundation, a non-profit orga

nization dedicated to providing

affordable housing for low to

support, counsels and trains

Duringthe past ten'years, CSF‘

ST. PETE BEACH - St

Dr. Rebecca Steele & John Malafronte

Nicki

DAYTONA - The Day

has instructed over 10,000*

Christopher Whiting looks for

families seeking to become
first time homebuyers. The
free education offers the inex
perienced homebuyer the

ward to having Santa’s gifts for
her three childrea
Photo caption: Due to
AEGON Equity
Group
employees’ generous dona
tions, many children will have

tona Beach-area Kiwanis Club
recently held its December
meeting at Bethune-Cookman
College. The December meet
ing is a tradition that spans

knowledge to qualify for a

mortgage and to sustain hous
ing and avoid future foreclo

Photo

caption:

a gift of love under their tree.

several years and commemo
rates the Gub’s holiday pro
gram.

The Bethune-Cookman
College concert Chorale,

sure. Other services provided
include financial assistance wit

directed by Dr. Rebecca
Steele,: provided the holiday

Black
History
Month 8th
Annual
Essay
Contest

■ Beach area Kiwanis.

Pictured here: Dr. Rebecca
Steele receives a $1,000 check
from Kiwanis Gub President
John Malafronte.

fill fi/dZcl&t

zaa.
About 200 people from
throughout the bay area gath

Imani (Faith).
The presenters who each

nomics), Nia (Purpose),
Kuumba (Creativity), and

recited a description of one of

ered to celebrate Imani or jthe Seven Principles included:
“faith,” the seventh principle Kwabena Dinizulu, Gwen
of Kwanzaa, on New Year’s Reese, Rev. Manuel Sykes, J.
Day. The free multi-cultural Carl DsVine, Roger GendenRenet Dennard and
event was sponsored by the ing,

Jonathan Wade gave an
overview of the principles.

city of St Petersburg and the

African American Arts Coun

Kwanzaa means “first

cil of Tampa Bay. Attendees
each provided a covered dish,
a Kwanzaa tradition, for the

Karamu feast.
In the Davis Center audito
rium, a ceremonial lighting of

fruits” and Karamu means
“feast” Kwanzaa is an annual
African American holiday
which started in 1966 as a cel
ebration of family, community

the seven candles and a variety

and culture. It is held from

of presenters and performers
set the stage for The Reading

December 26 to January 1.

of tiie Nguzo Saba or “Seven
Principles.” The Seven Princi
ples are Umoja (Unity),

For more information call
the Davis Center at (727) 893-

7134.

Students Write
About Their Dreams
For A Better Future

Alban’s Episcopal Church

LOS ANGELES, CA-In

test entry forms are available

located at 8451 Blind Pass
Road, in St Petersburg Beach
is sponsoring a lifesaving
blood drive on Saturday, Jan
uary 9. Donors are encouraged
to bring a friend.

celebration of Martin Luther
King Day (January 18) and
Black History Month (Febru
ary), Lawry’s „ Foods, Inc.
announces a children’s essay
contest with prizes that include
a one-of-a-kind family trip to

on Lawry’s Seasoned Salt dis

Florida Blood Services
Bloodmobiles will be accept

ing donors in front of the
church from 8:00 am. to 3:00

Washington, D.C., the site of
Dr. King’s famous‘T Have A
Dream” speech. Lawry’s ‘T

plays in supermarkets nation
wide. Kids, ages eight to 13
can

submit

This contest began December
14,

1999

and

continues

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

through February 19, 1999.

The Essay contest is open to
any

student

attending

a

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

school in Pinellas County, pub
lic or private.

The Contest theme is
“What Should Be Done To
Eliminate Hate Crimes and

2500 Dr* M.L. King Street, St.Petersburg, FL 33705

Foster Better Relationships?”
Explain why or why not.
Essay

Divisions/length

MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

of

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months

essay are: High School/250-

300

words;

Middle

School/200-250 words and
Elementary School/150-200
words. Awards and prizes will

Have A Dream, Too, essay

the United Methodist Church.
There are six degree-granting
divisions offering 39 majors.

shirt and a cholesterol screen
ing.
Generally, healthy people

inspiring new feature-length
film about two boys who mag

music CD’s featuring classic

The College has a diverse stu

age 17 or older and weighing

ically travel back in time and

Motown tunes will also be

dent population of more than

at least 100 pounds can be
blood donors. Identification is
required. For further donor eli

meet Dr. King at various points
of his life. Presented by
CBS/FOX, Twentieth Century

essay along with Larry’s offi
cial entry form or a 3x5 card

dence of its outstanding pro
gram, the College is listed in

gibility information, call 1-

Fox Home Entertainment and

with the child’s name, com

8OO-68BLOOD.

the Templeton Honor Roll of
Character Building Colleges
and Universities.

Florida Blood Services
provides for patient blood
needs,at hospitals in the Tampa

DIC Entertainment, in associa
tion with the family of Dr.

parent’s/legal guardian’s name

Martin Luther King, Jr., “Our
Friend, Martin” premiers

to Washington, D.C. plus
$1,000 spending money and a
Lawry’s gift basket. One hun
dred “Our Friend, Martin”

awarded. To enter, submit the

plete address, date of birth and
and signature to: Lawry’s Fox/
‘T Have ADream, Too” Essay
Contest, PO Box 8836, Maple

Bay area through the participa

exclusively on home video

tion of volunteer blood donors.

January 12.

Plain,

‘T Have A Dream, Too”
Essay Contest officially con-

Entries must be received by

Over

500

donations

required daily.

are

MN

April 8,1999.

be presented to the top three
entries in each division. The

To get a better
idea of what kind
of person wins the
Florida Lotto jackpot,
look in the minor.

Name
Address
City------

Over the past nine years, more than 450 people just like

State.

. Zip Code.

Phone__

you have become Florida Lotto jackpot winners. For your
chance at winning, get your Florida Lotto ticket today
Florid* Lottery

Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.

Awards ceremony will be held
February 27, 1999 at the St.

Due to the rising costs of printing

F L O R I D A

Petersburg Times Auditorium

Carrier Delivery will now be:

at 1:00 p.m.
For mote information on

1 Year - $18.00

LOTTO

6 Months - $9.00

Who’s next?

this and other events contact
Gina Wilson at 327-2081.

Make checks payable to: The Weekly Challenger

of

y >■
words

ty and relevance to theme. First
prize is a trip for three people

gram and the Pinellas County
School District’s Center for

" Our hope for creative lrving...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
socialjustice."

essay

addressing the theme, ‘T Have
ADream, Too.” Essays will be
judged on originality, creativi

Black Crime Prevention Pro

Multi-Cultural Education pre
sents the Eighth Annual Black
History Month Essay Contest.

an

-n n-niu *
between 100-150

contest supports the debut of
“Our Friend, Martin,” an

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY

Pinellas
County
Urban
League’s (PCUL) Black-On-

Ujamma (Cooperative Eco

receive a “Toucan Donate” T-

academic excellence. As evi

cert chorale with a $1,000

tivities at is annual Karamu
Feast, a traditional dinner
event on the last day of Kwan

black institution affiliated with

2300 and a solid reputation for

Malafronte presented the Con

nation), Ujima (Collective
Work and Responsibility),

pm. Each blood donor will

addressed the group.

note of holiday generosity
Kiwanis Gub President John

Kujichaguilia (Self Determi

The Enoch Davis Center
started the new year off with a
colorful array of food and fes

Bethune-Cookman Col
lege is a private, historically

music. B-CC President Dr.
Oswald P. Bronson, Sr.

To end the program on a

ST. PETERSBURG-The

■scholarship from die Daytona

Seven Local
Personalities Present
Principles Of Kwanzaa

55593-8836.
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A Billion Of The World’s People Can’t Read
bv Thalif Deen____________
Nearly a billion peo-

"The world can no
longer afford such an enor

functionally illiterate on the
eve of the millennium.

protect themselves and their

they are full-time workers,

Published by

families. Those who under

many toiling in hazardous

year over the next 10 years.
"This is less than is

Cleveland Johnson
Shirley Morgan............................ Office Manager
Bill Blackshear................... North Central Florida

ple-a sixth of humanitywill enter the new millenni

mous waste of human po
tential," UNICEF Executive

annually spent on cosmetics

child labor.

um unable to read a book or
even sign their names, the

Director Carol Bellamy
said. She pointed out that
the consequences of illitera

stand the importance of
health, sanitation and nutri
tion help to lower the inci

and exploitative forms of

................................................. Business Manager

Of the 130 million chil
dren growing up without
access to basic education,

girls represent nearly two of
every three in the develop
ing world.

dence of preventable illness

For others, there may
simply be no school for

in the United States or on
ice cream in Europe. It is

and death in their families
while
increasing
their

them to attend, or if there is,
it fails to ensure their right

UNICEF said there was

potential for economic pro
ductivity and financial and

to education. There may be

The Weekly Challenger Office:

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(813) 896-2922

♦ ♦♦♦♦

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

MEMBER

Southeast Black

U.N. Children's Fund (UNI
CEF) reported in its annual

survey.
Titled 'State of the
World's Children 1999',
UNICEF said the growing

cy are profound and even
potentially life-threatening.
They flow from the
denial of a fundamental
human right: the right to
education, proclaimed in
agreements ranging from

mortality. A 10 percentagepoint increase in girls' pri

the 50-year-old Universal

only lack the basic knowl

Declaration of Human
Rights to the 1989 Conven

mary enrollment can be
expected to decrease infant
mortality by 4.1 deaths per

tion on the Rights of the

1,000, and a similar rise in

Child, the world's most uni
versally embraced human

girls' secondary enrollment

rights instrument.

edge to operate a computer
but will also be unable to
understand a simple appli

Paradoxically,

now, in more desperate pov

by Earl Ofari Hutchinson______________________________
With the gloomy prospect of more political carnage in
2000, many Republicans claim that they will reach out to

black voters. But, they probably won't, because they believe

tality rates, especially child

number of functional illiterates-two thirds of them women-in the world will not

cation form.
"And, they will live, as

Why The
Republicans
Can Win
Black Votes

an unmistakable correlation
between education and mor

said

could slash mortality among

world's poorest nations
cany a $2.2-trillion external

these same technological
advances have further deep

infants by another
deaths per 1,000.

5.6

of children who are, more
often than not, girls. The

ened the gulf between rich
and poor-between those

reasons are numerous, UNI
CEF said.

debt, making it extremely
difficult for them to invest
in education. Of these, the

For example, in Paki

report warned.
Tracing the origins of

cussion in numerous inter
national meetings over the
past 50 years and in every
major U.N. summit and con

prevent roughly 60 infant

deaths.
UNICEF has also point
ed out that the denial of the

For girls, their gender

worst hit are the world's 48
least developed countries

alone may keep them home,

(LDCs), the poorest of the

locked in subsistence chores
-or so isolated in the class

poor, mostly in sub-Saharan
Africa.

room that they become dis
couraged and drop out.

UNICEF said that to
achieve education for all
children, the world would

right to education hurts peo

were growing up without

affirmations over the past
half-century, an estimated

ple's capacity to work pro

For tens of millions of
children, education is be

access to basic education.

855 million people will be

ductively, to sustain and

yond reach also because

py Junious Kicarao Stanton

"He who asks questions

non, sen-aiscovery or tne

elites develop to manipulate
the masses.

individuation process (where
each person distinguishes him

UNICEF said.

SAVE
WATER

The good news is, we

or herself by actualizing his or

don't have to 'go out' like that.

her genetic possibilities and

There is a better way. We

potential). The consciousness
shaping institutions and appa
ratus of this society are
designed, to produce automa
tons rather than autonomous,
psycho-spiritually whole per
sons. We can no longer
depend upon them to make us
whole, healthy or happy.
Many of us are facing the

to do. You already know what fulfill our life's calling and
it is that will give yoirr life' destiny. Success and happi

were encoded at conception

pan. iNot so: rou must
achieve your goals through
perseverance, determination

swers. Most of us already
know what we were put here

with all the talents, attitudes
and capacities we will need to

and by partnering with infi
nite intelligence, wisdom and

because Democratic candidate Franklin Delano Roosevelt
promised jobs and relief. As president he delivered.

Republican President Hoover didn't. But, even then blacks
didn't totally abandon the Republicans. In 1956, Republican

question the myths, lies,
world view and propaganda

President Dwight Eisenhower sent the first civil rights bill
since Reconstruction to Congress. That was the same year

black vote against Kennedy.
The Democrats got the black vote back in 1964 when

of those who wish to manipu
late and exploit us. America
in particular and Western cul
ture in general lacks a bal
anced philosophical founda
tion and is psychologically

Lyndon Johnson made good on his civil rights pledge, and
Republican candidate Barry Goldwater's states' rights plat

alienated from the greater
flow of life. American culture

the broad road that leads to
ipsychic destruction andtravel

dilemma of a mid-life crisis,
or we. are ambiguous about

might say, fear of the obsta
cles, fear of failure and fear of

form sent a strong message that blacks weren't wanted in

strictly promotes the basest
material/camal aspects of liv
ing. That is why people in
America are so out of touch
with themselves and their
souls. We have been brain
washed and programmed

the King's Highway to sanity

our life's purpose or direction.

succeeding. Fear is like a<

to them would have caused their ranks to swell.
Even when they didn't budge from their hard ball stand

new learning technology,
and those disqualified by
poverty and illiteracy,"

cannot avoid tne answers.
Part of our problem is
that we are avoiding the an

sync and disoriented because
we have accepted without

Republican leaders had made any kind of overture to blacks
in the 1990s, the number of blacks who would have rushed

sufficiently affluent and
educated to benefit from the

need to spend an additional
seven billion dollars per

or wnatever toots tne mung

For the first three decades of this century, blacks were
loyal Republicans. That changed during the Depression,

to 45 percent of blacks called themselves conservative. If

ever before.
"The tragedy is that

Ask Questions To Get Answers
Cameroon Proverb
We are so lost, out of

door to them. Republican Colin Powell never gave a
thought to making a bid for the Democratic presidential
nomination in 1996 or running as an independent candidate.
Polls taken during the presidential campaign showed that 25

making

information,

Illiteracy begins as a
sad fact of life for millions

cannot avoid the answers." -

the party.
Blacks got the same negative signal from Nixon in
1968, and 1972, and Reagan and Bush in the 1980s.
Despite the three-decade-long cold shoulder Republi
cans have given blacks, many never completely closed their

of

able to more people than

progress-and, by extension,

that blacks are inherently Democrats, liberals and down
trodden. These are gigantic myths.

Ike grabbed 40 percent of the black vote to win re-election.
In 1960, Nixon also received a sizable percentage of the

tum leap in the accessibility

international peace and
security," UNICEF argued.

stan, an extra year of
schooling for an additional
1,000 girls would ultimately

cluding 73 million girls,

said,

UNICEF

comes at a time when tech
nology has triggered a quan

ideas and knowledge avail

tion has been a topic of dis

ference of the past decade.
Despite these ringing

tion harms and cause of
democracy
and
social

be able to afford the fees.
The school may be too far
from home. Or, it may lack

cation,

Pointing out the eco
nomics of the problem,
UNICEF said that the

UNICEF, the right to educa

more than 130 million chil
dren of primary school age
in developing countries, in

scale, the denial of educa

too few qualified teachers,
or a child's family may not

spending," it added.
The crisis of basic edu

books and supplies.

erty and poorer health than
most of those who can," the

illiteracy, UNICEF said that

social stability.
"On a society-wide

less than a tenth of the
world's annual military

much like Pavlovian dogs to
respond to the siren song of
Madison Avenue, Hollywood

don't have to become syco
phants mindlessly allowing
ourselves to be led into the
ditch of conformity, material
ism and conspicuous con
sumption. It is time that we
stop following the blind lead
ers of the blind and chart our
own course. We can get off

and wholeness.
Most of us are petrified
of the giant question mark
that is us. We don't know who
we really are. "Who am I" and
"Why am I here" are the
unanswered questions of our
time. America does not pro
mote introspection, medita

We have yet to ask and
answer the quintessential
questions of life; who amy I,
why am I here, what is my
true purpose and how can I
experience happiness and ful
fillment here and now? The
Cameroon proverb says, if
you ask these questions, you

meaning, purpose and fulfill
ment. You have been in
formed on many occasions,
through dreams, interests,
urges and prompting from
your Higher Self, the real you.
You don't follow up because
of fear; fear of what others

stubborn weed, choking the
vitality out of our dreams and
aspirations. Fear stops us
from taking steps we know
we should take to make oqx
visceral yearnings real.
That's the bad news. The
good news is that you are
fully equipped to succeed in

me, ano tne universe wants
each of us to do just that. We

ness are our divine birthright.
(You are unhappy now
because you are not doing
what you were put here to do.
This is the fundamental
source of your frustration and
discontent.) The only thing
you lack is experience. That's
where living comes in. Life is
not a spectator sport. It will

power.
This is where asking,
seeking and knocking comes
in. Ask your higher self what
you were sent here to do, be
or accomplish. You will
always get an answer. Your
answer will be unique and
special for you. The next
question you have to ask
yourself is, what will it take
for you to accomplish what

provide the experience and

you

opportunities to manifest your
genius and talent. The fact is,
the universe will assist us in
our endeavors. I must qualify
this lest you think success will
be automatic or that your
desires will be given to you
without any trials, tribulation,

Remember you are not inferi
or,

really

want

impotent

or

to

do?

incapable.

Omneity (omniscience, omni

potence and omnipresence)

are at your disposal this very
moment. Ask and they will be

given unto you.

resistance or effort on your

Overcoming Homophobia In The Black
Community
tion a secret. Indeed, to the

The issue of homopho

ity of the community. In

treated equally and receiv

behind the March on Wash

African-

degree that lesbian and gay

bia among black people,

deed, in Africa at least two

ing all of the rights and priv

ington. Or Angela Davis, a

American community, the

people were tolerated at all

however, is not confined to

nations, Namibia and Zim

ileges enjoyed by all human

warrior woman who has

holiday season should be a

within the black community,

perceptions about AIDS.

babwe, are currently consid

beings within civil society.

been on the frontlines of the

time for reflection, rededi

it was on condition that they

The more fundamental issue

ering laws to ban homosex

I grew up with the same

civil rights/human rights

Republican governors won office with significant black
votes, and one black state representative switched from the

cation and healing as well as

keep quiet about it and did

is whether or not lesbian and

prejudices and fears of most

struggle, simply because of

Democrats to the Republicans, claiming that the
Republicans were closer to her Constituents' views on social

celebration. Consistent with

not

their

gay people are entitled to be

uality.
In my judgment African

black people as it relates to

their sexual orientation?

that view, I think it is long

homosexuality. Lesbian and

treated equally under the

people must take a more

lesbian and gay people.

On the contrary, it is

issues than the Democrats.
This was a tip off that blacks are not the hard line lib

past due for African Ameri

gay people have often been

law in terms of opportuni

reasoned and humane ap

However, my life experi

time for Africans in America

cans to confront and discuss

treated like outcasts in the

ties for jobs, housing and

proach to this issue. First

ences have taught me that

to fully embrace and defend

erals they have been made out to be. A 1996 poll by the

an issue which is virtually

black community.

education free of discrimi

and foremost, it is important

those prejudices and fears

the principle that no human

Joint Center for Political and Educational Studies, a liberal
black think tank, found that the overwhelming majority of

taboo-homosexuality

blacks favor stiffer sentences for drug use, violent crimes
and three strike laws. A near majority also support the death

on affirmative action, social programs, tax cuts for corpora
tions and the wealthy, and the total elimination of welfare,
many blacks still backed the Republican party. In 1994, 23

black Republicans ran for Congress; two black Republicans
won state-wide offices in Colorado and Ohio; six white

bv Ron Daniels___________

Within

the

openly

flaunt

and

As AIDS continues to

nation because of their sexu

to affirm that lesbian and

are irrational and inconsis

being should be oppressed

the treatment of lesbian and

explode within the African

al orientation and lifestyle.

gay people are human be

tent with my longstanding

on the basis of race, gender,

gay people within the black

community in the U.S. and

Of equal importance is the

ings, not some sub-humans

work as a proponent of civil

class or sexual orientation.

community. Homophobia-

on the African continent,

question of whether lesbian

ot

animals who should be

rights/human rights and the

All members of the black

the fear of and intolerance

many health specialists and

and gay people should re

excommunicated from the

liberation of black people

family are needed in the

towards lesbian and gay

community leaders are of

ceive equal protection under

human family because they

and oppressed humanity. As

struggle for the liberation of

welfare reform legislation in 1996 as a way to end depen

people-is deep seated in the

the opinion that the lack of

the law. Should they be se

have a different sexual ori

Rev. Jesse Jackson once

African people and op

dency and encourage personal initiative.
In exit polls taken after the Nov. 3 election, more blacks

black community.

adequate response to this

cure from harassment, in

entation. I do not have to

remarked, if lesbian and gay

pressed humanity. To ac

than whites said that they were better off financially than a
year ago. Some political experts immediately chalked this

Growing up I w?.o inevi

crisis is rooted in the wide

timidation and violence be

share a particular sexual

people were banned as mu

complish that goal, we must

tably aware that there were

spread belief among black

cause of their sexual orien

preference to treat a person

sicians in our churches, a lot

struggle to overcome homo

up to the general mood of prosperity fostered by Clinton.
But this attitude of economic well-being has less to do with

lesbian and gay people in

people that AIDS is a 'ho

tation?

as a human being. Your sex

of people would be absent

phobia in the black commu

our community. However,

mosexual disease'. For some

Some voices within the

ual orientation is your busi

from the choir stand on

nity.

loyalty to Clinton than the prospering of the black middleclass during the last two decades. By 1994, 40 percent of

'homosexuals' were rarely

who hold this view, AIDS

black community, perhaps a

ness with the understanding

Sunday morning. Some of

We must be our brothers

accepted. They were treated

victims are merely reaping

majority, proclaim loudly

that no one has the right to

black America's most talent

and sisters keepers-all of

black high school graduates were attending college, 64 per
cent of blacks owned homes and 27.2 percent of black fam

with ambivalence to out

the harvest for their 'inap

that homosexuality must be

attempt to force you to

ed religious musicians have

them.

right hostility. Among men a

propriate' or 'sinful' sexual

condemned as unacceptable

indulge in their sexual pref

been lesbian and gay peo

ilies earned more than $25,000 annually.
In 1997, 'Black Enterprise' magazine reported that the

'sissy' or a 'fag' was seen as

behavior. Hence their plight

deviant behavior. Therefore,

erences. Similarly, you do

ple.

the ultimate degradation of

can be ignored. Though data

lesbian and

people

not have the right to impose

manhood and,

clearly indicates that AIDS

should not be afforded equal

your sexual preference or

about it, who among us

penalty and school voucher?.
Other polls showed that the majority of blacks backed

top 100 black businesses had nearly $14 billion in sales.
Although the wealth of the new black bourgeoisie still pales

therefore,

gay

If we think seriously

treatment but be ostracized

anyone else. If you believe

would

excommunicate

aside that of their white counterparts, the fact is that thou

someone to be ridiculed or

is not a homosexual disease,

sands of African Americans are coming closer than ever to

despised. Because of the

the persistence of this mis

until

their

homosexuality is a moral or

James Baldwin, one of our

intense negative attitudes

conception and the attendant

behavior. The heterosexual

religious issue, that should

most brilliant literary fig

realizing the American Dream.
The day that Republican leaders snatch the political and

homosexuality,

lack of response to the AIDS

'norm' must be defended at

be a matter for the person

ures of all time from the

ideological blinders from their eyes and change the percep
tion that their party is something more than a cozy, good ole

most lesbian and gay people

crisis speaks to the perva

all cost. For some black peo

and their God. A person's

race. Or Bayard Rustin,

were in the closet, choosing

siveness of homophobia in

ple, homosexual behavior is

sexual preference should not

longtime aide to A. Philip

white guys club, they will find that many blacks would love

to keep their sexual orienta-

the black community.

seen as a threat to the stabil-

preclude them from being

Randolph and the brains

towards

they

change

WE
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nothing better than to join it.
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Building Freedom's House

Goliath Davis

As a young boy, I would

prestigious colleges and uni

also hear the construction

versities are like black jelly

workers speak about those

beans in the Texaco coopera
tion-stuck at the bottom of the

things which made construc
tion difficult, the most notable

jar. And, because American

being inclement weather Rain and other weather-related

distance runners have not been

impediments delayed con
struction and ultimately result
ed in missed deadlines and

gram to successfully compete

able to develop a training pro
with African athletes, many
advocate changing the rules in

from pg. 1

commemorate the signing of
the Emancipation Proclama

tion. For it has always been the
church and our spirituality that

have sustained us in this and
prior struggles. We survived
the long boat ride over, fee

inhumanity of slavery and Jim
Crow because we have always
recognized and revered a
power greater than ourselves.
So let us not forget the role

poor wages.
Today, the tasks of Build
ing Freedom’s House is also

order to ensure American vic

complicated by numerous
impediments to the construc
tion process. In the African
American community, that
ubiquitous group called “they”

struggle to Build Freedom’s
House are finding it more dif

and their slogan, “they say”
continue to complicate the

engage in activities designed to
blur the lines and change the
rules. The subtle and institu

as long as, it is constructed on

tional aspects of racism and

Mercy.
I know it appears the more
we do, the more remains to be

tory.
Those engaged in the

ficult to read the blueprints.
This is because those opposed

to freedom are continually

process. “They” stand on the
sidelines refusing to carry a
log, refusing to drive a nail,

sexism are becoming increas

and refusing to lay a brick.

ingly more difficult to recog

And, “they” never say any
thing constructive. Rather,

nize and dismantle.
As with any structure,
Freedom’s House requires
constant maintenance and
repair. Although the house is

“they” are content to criticize

and complain. And, in other

communities, some feel that

of the ultimate carpenter; that
Man from Galilee, in the

Building of Freedom’s House,
and the tools He gave us in
order to ensure that the house
of freedom will forever stand,
the Godly principles of Love,
Grace, Forgiveness
and

done. But, if any of us were to
look back, we can honestly say
that much has been done, and

much has been accomplished,
even though there is still much,

yet complete, all of us must
ensure the foundation, the

much more to do.
In closing, I am reminded

walls, the windows, and the

of the lyrics ‘T don’t feel No

away. In their view, affirmative

doors already erected, are not

Ways Tired.” And none of us

action laws and other enabling

should feel tired. For all of us

Legislation are no longer nec

knocked down or eaten away
by destructive anti-civil liber

essary. Yet, we are constantly

ties

faced with instances of free
dom denied. African Ameri

engaged in the dismantling of
civil rights.

can Secret Service men can

We the people must not

protect the President but can’t
get served in Denny’s; African

ever lose sight of why this
morning, we are gathered here
in this house of worship to

we have arrived and the time
has come to throw the blue
prints and building permits

American graduates from

termites

and

others

have come too far from where
we started from and I don’t

believe He brought any of us
this far to leave us.
So let us press on and con
tinue to “Build Freedom’s

House.”

HBO Presents Roy Jones,
Jr., vs. Rick Frazier
NEW YORK - HBO
Sports continues its long
standing tradition as the “Net
work of Champions” by pre
senting two of boxing’s hottest
fighters with the 1999 pre

broadcast team will be ringside

with Jim Lampley, Lany Mer

a difference !

chant and Gil Clancy (substi

Help support

tuting for George Foreman)

our paper by
patronizing our
advertisers !

tLrht.

police officer with 16 years
plus on the force, working out
of the 26th precinct house in

knockout power. On July 18,
the champ won a unanimous

Harlem. He made his pro
debut in 1992; today at age 39,
Frazier is ranked as one of the
top contenders in the light
heavyweight division, win
ning three of his last four fights

decision over Lou Del Valle

by knockout.

and added another title belt to
his collection, which he suc

The evening’s cc-feature is
a 12-round world title bout,

cessfully defended with an
eight round TKO of Otis Grant

with world lightweight cham
pion “Sugar” Shane Mosley

on Nov. 14. The San Antonio
Express-News
declares,

calling the action, which will
be close-captioned for the

(30-0, KOs) taking on Golden

“Jones is rivaled'onlyby Oscar

Johnson (15-2-2, 10 KOs) of
Killeen, TX, for the eighth

hearing-impaired and present
ed in Spanish language on

De La Hoya as the most talent

defense of his belt. After taking

ed fighter of his generation

HBO en Espanol.
Superstar world

pound-for-pound and hailed
by many as one of the world's

the title from Phillip Holiday
on August 2, 1997, “Sugar”
Shane, who hails from

greatest athletes.”
Rick Frazier (18-3-1, 7

Pomona, CAfought four of his
next five fights in the East

light

heavyweight champion Roy
v4a/-

Frazier (18-3-1,7 KO) in a 12round mandatory defense of
est scientist’ in boxing by New
York magazine, Jones, 29 of
Pensacola, FL, is famous for
his unpredictable, blistering

p.m. from the Pensacola FL
Civic Center. The HBO Sports

YOU can make

KOs) is a Bronx resident and
an active New York City

his title. Hailed as “the sweet

miere of World Championship
Boxing: Roy Jones Jr. vs. Rick
Frazier and “Sugar” Shane
Mosley vs. Golden Johnson
airs live Saturday, Jan 9,10:00

Nellie Givens Harris 'Home For
The Holidays'

has captured belts in three divi
sions, squares off against Rick

Jones, Jr. (38-1,32 KOs), who

tfafrUfA,

IfM, &UA tyLfWAfa/M to.

vvivmi

ctimg vsui

i9i. niiuivcisary

Thanks to Jesus and YOU - OUR CUSTOMERS

GIZZARDS & HOT WINGS
f^eipipjfnpipipipTpipipipipiFipTprpTpiftdffipipifFiiPir^rprp'irHipiprpSfpjpjprpipiprpipipiprpfpTpjpipTfeWpJprpipTtpriPipif

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS

ST. PETERSBURG Nellie Givens Harris of New
York City visited her mother,

Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
have you been hoodooed?

and celebrated her birthday in
St. Petersburg, Florida with

ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

family and friends during the
holiday season.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help
you overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

Nellie is formerly of St.

Petersburg. She is the daughter
of Maxine Pryor and Prince
Givens, and the niece of
Clarence C. and Willene
Givens. Also joining in the

festivities were her son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.

Michael Harris and their two

daughters of Madison, North •
Carolina. The party was given j
at the home of Willene Givens
sister and brother-in-law, Mr.

and Mrs. Leon Thomas.

j

The party was well attend- ■
ed by family and friends.

I was having bad luck, miser
able and it seemed like every
thing was against me. Just a
few visits to Rev. Mother
Superior Williams and now I'm
doing fine with a good home
and good man who loves me.
- Hillary Williams

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends,
enemies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true
or false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or
influence the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell
you of lucky numbers. She has helped thousands, through all
walks of life. She will advise on love, marriage, business,
health, divorces, lawsuits, luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells,
success and evil influences of all kinds. Tells who your friends
and enemies are. Guarantees to remove all evil and bad luck!
WHY SUFFER when you can be helped and freed from all
your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

3 PCS DARK

$2.19.

FREE’
Devil Rays Ticket plus Parking
Tor $30 Purchase or Over.
flflifcjFirst come, first served.
Limited Quantities Per Game.

10 PCS DARR

10 PCS MIXED

$4.99

$6.99

Cheese 25 C Extra

Big Red Hamburger

& 1 Small Fry $2.69
Cheese 25c Extra

LUNCH SPECIAL
1 Big Red Hamburger
1 Small Hot Fry & 1 16 oz. Soda

$2.79

Cheese 25? Extra

& 1 Small Fry $1.99

2 Wings &
1 Small Onion Ring $2.
5 Pcs. Dark & 2 Rolls $3
10 Pcs. Dark & 4 Rolls $<

10 Pcs. Mixed & 4 Rolls $

Al^pecial^n^ri^M^ceptwher^therwise stated. No substitutions on any

WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE'

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning
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Elders Honored At Kwanzaa Celebration
by Dianne Speights
ST. PETERSBURG-It is
the third day after Christmas

5

Artist Confronts Fear —
Depicting Downtown
Vision Of Future

and the Village is coming
together to meet with the
Elders to focus on collective

work and responsibility. The
Village lights the third candle
in the kinara.

Kwanzaa, an African
American cultural holiday
focuses on the principles of

Umoja (Unity); Kujichaagulia
(Self-determination); Ujima

(Collective Work and Respon

sibility); Ujamaa (Cooperative
Economics); Nia (Purpose);
Kuumba (Creativity); Imani

(Faith).
Elders

The YWCA ofTampa Bay
Institute for Social Justice,
Ujima Project kicked off an
annual celebration of honoring
African American Elders and

ancestors during, the Ujima
Celebration. The program was
held at Bethel Community

Baptist Church with more than
200 guests in attendance. The
program entitled, “Gathering
of Elders”, began with lighting

of the candles and insight into
the Kwanzaa Ceremony pre

sented by Cari DeVine. The

ceremony carries specific tra
ditions, the kinara, or candle

ST. PETERSBURG Business owners in the down

essence of Central Avenue
redevelopment. The canvas is

Jimmy was selected as one
of only seven local artists to

town “Enterprise Zone” all
know that it takes courage to

a two story building located at
the comer of Central Avenue
and 19th Street North, once
known as the “Home Federal
Bank Building”. ‘T knew this

participate in the City’s BETA
Mural Art Project and has

make St. Petersburg’s vision of
the future, reality. Local artist
Timmy Biyant, had not idea
just how much courage he

holder, is placed on the mat
The holder represents cultural

roots; the black, red and green
candles represent African peo
ple, struggle and hope. The

would need to paint his vision
of downtown St Petersburg’s
future. It seems Jimmy, is
afraid of heights! When your

seven candles are lit one day at
a time for each principle, start
ing with the black unity candle

in the middle. There are crops

canvas is the size of a two story
building, a fear of heights can

and at least two ears of com, or

pose a problem.

muhindi, placed on the mat to

Jimmy

CLEARWATER - The
Hospice of the Florida Suncoast will start four new eightweek volunteer patient/family
support training classes in Jan

Kwabena
Dinizulu,
African Poet & Griot recited a
poem written in honor of the
Elders and Ancestors.

uary. By doing so, The Hos
pice hopes to bring in new vol

The six months UJIMA

Project was introduced by Vin
cent D. Lisbon. The focus of

unteers who can help in a vari
ety of ways to enhance care of

the project is to celebrate the

contribution of the elders of the
African American community

patients and their families.

and seeks to reinvest this abun

hour training course, people
will have the opportunity to
assist The Hospice in such

After completing this 24-

dance of experience, talent and
knowledge back into the com

areas as visiting with patients,

munity through its youth.
The closing song was per

outings, or simply being there

nist for Kids Comer.

as a friertdly listener. Other

Andrea

opportunities include assisting
in bereavement support for

Peaton and Vincent Lisbon,

those in grief after losing a

co-project managers. Advisory

loved one, or picking up and

are
1
Deveron Gibbons, Raynetta

delivering medical equipment

Mobley, Jay Ann Terry, Dr.

The dates, times and loca
tions of these classes will be:

Gwendolyn Reese is the

members

and supplies for patients.

Carrie Nero, Bishop John

Donaldson, Artie Carr, Julia

•Tuesdays, January 12March 2,1 to 4 pm. St. Cecil
ia Catholic Church, 820 Jas
mine Way, Clearwater,

•Thursdays, January 21March 11,6 to 9 pm. Hospice
House Woodside, 6770-102nd
Avenue North, Pinellas Park;*
•Mondays, January 25March 15, 6 to 9 pm., Bal
moral Senior Lifestyle, 2960
Tampa Road, Palm Harbor,

•Tuesdays, January 26March 16,1 to 4 p.m., St. Anne
of Grace Episcopal Church,

6660 113th Street North,
Seminole, FL.

To register for a class and
verify locations, please call
The Hospice’s Volunteer

Development Manager, Kathy
Roble at 586-4432.
The Hospice of the Florida
Suncoast is the largest, com
munity-based, not-for-profit
hospice program in existence,

caring for more than 1,200
seriously-ill people every day
in Pinellas County.

DIABETIC?
Your Medicare and/or private insurance
may qualify you for NO COST diahatir.
supplies! Free delivery.

1-800-453-9033.

BOOK SIGNING
SAT., JAN. 16th
9-11 AM.

Latimore, Carolyn Gillette,
Shabazz Rogers and Vyrle

into the world.

monument not only to the
physical aspects of downtown
St. Petersburg’s redevelop
ment, but as a reminder of the
fear that must be overcome by
all, to make St Petersburg’s
vision of the future, come true.

AMERICAN DIABETIC SUPPLY, INC.

Copeland, Khana Riley,
Keisha Latimore, Allvelita

Davis.
The intent of the celebra
tion is to honor the ancient
teachings of bringing good

out on the scaffold and it
rocked beneath me, I knew we
had a problem” said Jimmy. ‘T

current mural, now nearing
completion, will stand as a

running errands for patients
and families, taking patients on

formed by Khana Riley, the
Weekly Challenger’s Colum

Committee

was. The first time I stepped

Tile Hospice Ann ounce srNew
volunteer Patient/FamiJy
Support Classes ----------------- -

munity and a tribute in song by
Jeannie Blue an d Tina Mid
dleton.

manager,

Third Avenue South. Jimmy’s

lift for me.”

Hartley to paint what would be

The highlight of the
evening was the honoring of
130 Elders in the St. Peters
burg African American Com

project

mural, but I had no idea just
how afraid of heights I really

Amural that would capture the

was commissioned by Jim

Gifts are symbolic of the par-

such as his “Florida Ever
glades Scene” located at 1975

the largest mural of his career.

well

known for his large murals,

represent children in the fami
ly or in the community. The
unity cup, or kikombe cha
umoja, is symbolic of unity.

was going to be my largest

told the building owner; if he
didn’t want a crooked mural, I
was going to need something a
little more sturdy to stand on.”
“Sturdy I got, when Jim man
aged to procure a scissor-style

Bryant,

completed numerous murals
throughout Pinellas County,

SAVE
WATER!

Ronald L. Nelson, RA.
Attorney At Law
• PERSONAL INJURY
• AUTO ACCIDENTS
• GUARDIANSHIPS
• PROBATE & WILLS
• REAL ESTATE

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders
Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

HIRES HAIRSTYLING

2010 FIFTH AVENUE NORTH, ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33713

3427 - 11th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

(727) 898-9292
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertisements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written information about our qualifications and experience. '

i

Dr. Wanda A. Davis-Turner

Author
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Full Cut
Round Steak

Coke Products

SAVE $1.20 Lb.
Boneless Beef

12 Pack, 12 Oz. Cans

Preferred
CfBTOMB

L

CIB8

Fresh Crisp
Broccoli

Medium ’
Wing Platter
SAVE $3.00

SAVE $1.10

a

ea.

Without PCC Card $24.99 ea

bunch e
Without PCC Card $1.79

Tombstone
Oven-Rising
Pizza
SAVE $2.98 on 2,
29.2-30.9 Oz., Select Varieties

Without PCC Card $4.99 ea

Bill

NFL PLAYERS

Hove you signed up for the dub?
The Kash n' Karry Preferred Customer Club 9
rewards you by giving you savings on
hundreds of items and so much more.

Prices Effective

F

S

January

1

2

s
3

•' M-

T

4

5

We reserve the right to limit quantities & correct printing errors.

g>

GOLF TOURNAMENT
THE OFFICIAL TOURNAMENT DFTHE NFL PLAYERS

Celebrating Principles

i
L
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I

MBS !’{

DeVine, Pastor Manuel Sykes,
Bethel Community Baptist

Church, The Uhuru House,
My
Brothers’
Keeper,
Kwabena & Donna Denizulu
and the Enoch Davis Center

This Kwanzaa was a great
success and very meaningful.
Let us plan now to make the
next celebration a restoration

of our rightful place in society;

our contributions to society “a time to define ourselves,

name ourselves^ create for our
selves,” both independently

and collectively.
HABARI GANIH

CARPET
SALE
OVER 1,000 ROLLS IN STOCK • BUY TODAY, INSTALL TOMORROW

PLEASE
JPPORT OUR
WS2APER BY
ITRONIZING
OUR
OVERTISERS

HIRES
Being different is not a dis

grace, but being difficult is.
How we spend our time is
a reflection of the thoughts in
our mid.
To be wrong is not a dis

grace, to be irrational is.
Abird can be trained to use
a Holy word, but it takes kind
ness and generosity to be a true

Christian.

COMMERCIAL
heavy

Mid Peninsula
Seafood

STAIN RESISTANT

BERBERS

Markefc & Restaurant

327-S309 32S-S309
400 49th Stmt So,

St, Petersburg, FL
Open: Mon,-Sat, 11am-9pm
Sunday,,,Cone Fishiri

Family Owned and
Operated Over 20 Years
We Specialize in
Take-Out Food
Call-In Orders Encouraged

GREAT LOOKING

STAINMASTER

8Q. FT

Closeouts, One-of-a-KInds

13X13 ITALIAN

RUSTIC STONE TILE

$4 39

SO. FT

Combo Dinners

From

SUPER HEAVY
WEAR DATED II

Over

CERAMIC TILE
BLOWOUT

W0WI

Fish 'N Shrimp.............................. 4.99
Fish filet 'n ten breaded shrimp
Deluxe Fish 'N Shrimp................ S.99
Grouper filet and six large shrimp
Scallop 'N Shrimp........................5.49
Qtr Lb, scallops and six large shrimp

HEAVY
TEXTURE

79*

16X16 CERAMIC

SUPER SELECTION
Must
Seel

$439

SQ. FT

12x12 TILE

ITALIAN PORCELAIN
SQ. FT.

Stone
Finish

$-|79

SQ. FT

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

ST. PETERSBURG

BAYONET POINT

5015 W. HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

SW CORNER OF 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST.

NE CORNER OF U.S. 19 & HWY. 52

249-2088

ST. PETERSBURG 321-9590

NEW LOCATION 868-7424

7
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North Central Florida
DO YOU KNOW THEM ?

Ocala:
News !

2nd Annual
Kumquat
Festival------

Society In
Ocala

DADE CITY -During the
weekend of January 29-30,
1999, there will be a showcase
of the beloved backyard citrus
fruit, the kumquat, and historic

by James Thorpe

by
Florence Williams Ray

Dade City. The festival fea
tures a kumquat cooking con
test, live concerts and a

fanner’s market
Highlights include a draft
horse exhibition, an antique
car and tractor show and a 5K

The First 5 Persons to call me with the correct names will receive A
Month FREE delivery of the Challenger.
352-629-2948

and 10K fun walk. Experience
shopping, food and fun in the
downtown historic district

26th Annual American Music Awards

Alfred L. Wesley

Many, Many Thanks

go out to Mr. Alfred L. Wesley
who was bom December 5,
1913. Mr. Wesley celebrated
with family and friends. He is

To the AKA Sorority, Inc.
who presented certificates to
all senior citizens over 80 years

a member ofNew Zion Baptist
Church.

remembered.

and plus. It was so nice to be

Welcome New Members

Constance Goodman - Re

New Zion December

*Rosa Lee McCullough,

12/06
*Latanga Marsh
iMi

Jr., Samuel

Green, Derrian Bernard, Hes-

*Cora Jenkins

*11 f lany Porte
12/28
*Ruth McCants
12G0

, ter Thrower, Juan Council;
Alvin McCants, Frederick
Suggs, El freda Thomas, Grace
Washington, Velvea Brown,
Debra Franklin, Jessie Osey,

Greater Hopewell

Anita Thomas, Julia Brown,
Cheryl McCray, Charles

12C5'

Missionary Baptist Church

to

Stephon Phillips, who played
for the State Championship in

football for North Florida
Christian School and won 3013. Stephon broke the record
by running 99 yards for a
touchdown. His proud parents
are, Sylvia Phillips, mother
and Brother Johnny and Flo-

rence Drummer, grandparents.
To Latavia Smith, who
received her high school diplo

ma on October 12,1998 from
D.B.C.C. in Daytona Beach,

Florida.

Carter, Bema Jenkins, Gloria
Coleman, Deloris Irving,

Maggie Busby, Katrina Smith,
Lula
Parker,
Charlene
Youmans,

Tessie

Kyowna
Birmingham,
Michelle Richardson, Janice

ents and community members
may become involved with
students and the academic pro
grams.

Academy,

Everyone is encouraged to
attend the annual Open House

and reference materials here
for your use.
The library is rich in Black

Nominations for the “Ame:

and Glynis Woods.

26th annual “American Music

NEWS
DEADLINE IS
4 PM
MONDAY

cast “1 ive” on the ABC Televi
sion Network form the Shrine

can Music Awards” are
eight . categories. In tl
Pop/Rock, Country, ar
Soul/Rhythm & Blues cat

Auditorium in Los Angeles,
California, on Monday, Janu

gories, awards will be preset
ed for Favorite Male ar

ary 11, 8-11 pm., Eastern &

Female Vocalist, Favori
Group, Favorite Album, ar

Awards” special will be tele

three speed racers will spend

from the Tampa area know
that it pays to be drug-free, and

three fun-filled days, complete
with high-powered racing,

one of them may just drive
away with a $10,000 college

celebrity visits and informative

The keen driving of Tony
Felicione from Gearwater,

drug education, at Disney
World. This all-expenses paid,
VIP trip for racers and a parent
or legal guardian includes a

three-day pass to all of Disney
World’s theme parks and a
$100 savings bond for each

participant. During their actinpacked weekend of racing, the
children will have the opportu
nity to interact with many

Kyle Aldrich from Dunedin,
and John Crumbley from

nationally known celebrities,

Tampa all earned a position at

athletes and business leaders,

the Kmart Kids Race against

including

Drugs national Championship

medalist Mary Lou Retton,

as winners in the fight against

supermodel Kathy Ireland,

drug abuse.
Thanks to Kmark Kids

actress Jaclyn Smith, 1998
NASCAR champion Jeff
Gordon and members of the

Race Against Drugs, these

they

want

to

encourage you to register so
you can take advantage of the
hundreds of books, magazines

history materials and Black lit

ways to improve student acad
emic success.

erature. They also have a great
assortment of more traditional

All parents are encouraged
to make appointments for parent/teacher conferences when
student academic progress can
be discussed. For more infor
mation on parent involvement
in the schools, contact the

materials that can also be used
for grade level academics.
The library is available to
assist with research and special
projects. For your conve
nience, the library is open
Monday through Friday from
8 am. - 5 pm. and on Satur
days from 8 am.-4pm. Con
tact Cassandra Kaham for

additional information (352)
629-7082.
****************

The march will begin at
Gerig/Webb Park (Now Dr.

Call for more details.

Martin Luther King, Jr. Park)
at 6:00 pun. They are asking all

programs. Art, recreation and
library start at 10:00 am. and

interested parties/groups/agendes to join in the march. Please

end at 3:00 pm. Lunch is
served free to all students who

wear your T-shirts and bring

want to eat

Don’t forget the Saturday

Olympic

Kmart executive team.

gold-

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

Clockwise (from top left): Master P, Whitney Houston, Coolio, Usher and Brandy

LOS ANGELES - The

Coleman, Latanya Matthews

TROY - Three children

held in Orlando, Florida form
January 20-24,1999.

you who used the library on a
regular basis last school year to

McCray, Duante Culpepper,

tral). The TV special is a pre
sentation of Dick Clark pro

Favorite New Artist.

4

award will also be presente
for Favorite Soundtrack. In a

ductions, Inc., with Gark serv
ing as Executive Producer.

a total of 20 awards will 1

Hosting the telecast will be
Brandy and Melissa Joan Hart.

presented.
In addition, a

“Award of Merit” will be pre
sented to Billy Joel for his
“outstanding contributions to
the musical entertainment of
the American public.”
Among the some of the

performers scheduled to
appear on the show are: double
nominees Backstreet Boys; the
unique pairing of Burt

Bacharach & Elvis Costello;
the first appearance in 16 years
by Blondie, who will be joined

by Rap star Coolio; one of the
evening’s hosts, Brandy; Garth

Yearwood;

multi-talented

songstress Cher; award win
ning Country trio Dixie
Chicks; Whitney Houston,
who will bring along some

surprise guests.
Some of the presenters will

be Tatyana Ali, Dm Hill, Isaac
Hayes, D.L. Hugley & Elise
Neal, Ice Cube, Chaka Khan,
Gerald Levert, Brian McKnight, Snoop Dogg , Tia and

Tamara Mowry, ‘N Sync,
Next, LeAnn Rimes, and oth

ers.

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
I
WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN
I
REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT WE
SHALL OVERCOME."
• MARTIN LUTHER KINO, JR.

Support Florida Voters
League, Inc.
A Non-Partisan
Organization Striving
for 100% Voter
Registration and an
Active and Informed
Electorate
*Voteie&i “
Pe&fzte *}& et,

Free Hospital Bed
Available

This bed is free of charge
and all Mrs. Ivey asks is that

Mrs. Mazie Ivey of Santos

you be very sincere in your

is offering anyone in dire need

inquiry. Please phone her at

of the use of a hospital bed one
that she has in her possession.

622-1252 for more informa
tion.

NEWS DEADLINE IS

Brooks dueting with Trisha

a

Kids Race Against Drugs
National Championship, to be

The staff at Howard Acad
emy Community Center
vfould like to encourage all of

Cladisha Andrews, Russell

Local Children
Race For $10,000
College Scholarship

in the Third Annual Kmart

Howard Academy

Community Center Library

Harvey,

Pacific time (7-10 p.m., Cen

scholarship to prove it. The
scholarship is the grand prize

****************

On January 29, 1999 the
HELP, committee in con
Community Use of
junction
with
MAD
Howard Academy
D.AD.S. and the Ocala Police
The Academy can be used
Department, will be leading a for group meetings, banquets,
community march to rid drugs weddings, receptions, birthday
from our community.
parties and social programs.

December

Willie Ford,

401-3920.

return this year. If you have not
used the library here at the

Scheduled

Happy Birthday for

your banners.
For more information, call

Each school has a School
Volunteer Program where par

Community March

*Gregory Goodson
12/24

Congratulations

Parent-Teacher organization
(PTA or PTO) and a School
Advisory Council (SAC).
These organizations advise
principals of matters related to
educational needs, establishing
priorities and defining goals.

school Volunteer Office at
620-7720.
****************

stored; Tequera CouncilRestored and Moshesh Coundl-By Baptism.

Birthdays

Needed in Schools

Each Marion County pub
lic elementaiy school has a

Programs and other activities
which help everyone learn

Happy 85th Birthday

Happy Birthday greetings

Parental Involvement

4 EM. MONDAY
United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215
Monday
8:30-9:30
PM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

and

6:30 PM9:30 PM

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

p e i n

t

i n <3

810 N.W. 25th Avenue • Suite 101
Ocala, Florida 34475

(352) 351-2582
Toll Free: 1-888-313-6548 • FAX (352) 351-5785

Email: ofponder@typeworld.com
Website: http//www.typeworld.com

We deliver anywhere in the State of Florida and beyond

See us for your printing needs
Letterhead'Enveiopes'Tickets’Brochures'Souvenir Books'Invitations

(wedding/social/graduation)
Forms*Flyers«Catalogs*Business Cards’Newsletters’Price Lists
•Carbonless Forms«Pocket Folders’Bumper Stickers’Four Color
Process Printing’Ad Speciality Items

African American owned and operated commercial print shop
State of Florida Minority Business Enterprise Certified
Member of Ocala/Marion Chamber of Commerce

Member of NAPL (National Association of Printers & Lithographers)
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North Central Florida^
United Negro College Funds
"An Evening With The Stars”

Light
Of The
World
By Pahiel Banks
Father God, In the name of entreated unfairly, and plotted
Jesus, I beseech Thee to lend against. Fight my battles,
an ear to my prayer. The devil Lord! You know how and You
is on the loose and I plead the know when! Thank you for

blood of Jesus over every situ

ation. The blood cover. The

blood make whole. The blood
deliver. The blood sanctify.
The blood bum every place it
touches the enemy like molten
lava and drive him out. Oh
God, be for us a quiet place in
Ihe midst of a storm. Settle us.
Instruct us. Be thou our strong

deliverer!
Thank you Lord, for fee
victories already won. I recog
L-R: Tom Joyner, Jasmine Guy, Debbie Allen and Lou Rawls

FAIRFAX, VA—The United Negro College Fund’s

will offer in-depth coverage of

(UNCF) annual fundraising

fee essential work fee UNCF
is doing to provide opportuni

gala “An Evening of Stars: A
Celebration of Educational

ties for deserving youngsters to

than 69 top television stations
Saturday, January 9th.

compelling portraits and per
sonal testimonials, the special

Hosted by Lou Rawls,
Debbie Allen, Tom Joyner and

will highlight fee many suc

synagogues holy! Heal the
world over first spiritually,
then physically, and financial

exactly as You told me they
would. When they came into
being, You honored me with
victory over them! Hallelujah!

ly. Thank you for iterating to
me my life’s purpose! Thank
you for taking such good care

Oh I praise You for being
my Light in a cold world of

of me! You didn’t have to do it,
but you did and for that I’m

gross darkness! I’ve found you
to be a most excellent leader!

grateful. I am rich in Your spir
it! No price an be affixed to

Thank you for walking wife

your love and care and extraor
dinary power! It is indeed

me and talking wife me and

priceless! Your gift of life is

orchestrate eery world system,
regulate every heartbeat, and

matchless!
Thank you for Your plan of

that You have hallowed and
consecrated by Your Spirit.
Avenge us of each thing that

oversee every conceivable
galaxy and solar system all at

salvation and eternal security!
Thank you for Your blessed

fee same time! You’re so wise

companionship! My prayer is

we’ve been cheated out by fee

as to know fee condition of

that You will never let go of

enemy. Repay, according to

each vein in eery leaf of every

Your Word, those who would

plant in every country in fee

my hand as You expertly lead
me through all of life’s transi

persecute us and despitefully
use us.

world, which helps me to
believe that You’re very famil
iar wife my situation and fee

Thank you for fee angels

nize You as Champion. Still,

we are pushed back, looked
over, denied recognition,

paths. Truly you are a very pre
sent help in fee time of need!

tions, in this present world and
fee next
Your
Daniel.

personal plights of all Your
precious children everywhere!
Thank you so much! Make fee

servant’s

prayer,

crooked places straight, and

BIG SAVINGS!

©1999 Kmart® Corporation

“We are very proud of this

Simpson, The Commodores,

try,"/says Wiiliam PL Gray, III

tion, there will be special

President and CEO of the

celebrity guest appearances by

UNCF. “Building on fee suc
cess of fee new format we
introduced last year, we’re cer
tain feat this broadcast will fur

The star-studded telecast

peaceful, and our temples and

year’s show-from fee line-up
of celebrity hosts, performers,
and the team of corporate
sponsors, to our partner televi
sion stations around the coun

and fEjflcjdie Jaekson, fe addi

Shaquille O’Neal.

warning me of things to come
which straightway did come

member colleges and universi
ties.

performances by superstar
recording artists including,
Boyz II Men, Kenny “Babyface” Edmonds, Patti Labelle,
Stevie Wonder, Celine Dion,
Brian McKnight, Ashford &

Sidney Poitier, Samuel L.
Jackson, Biyant Gumbel and

clearly and distinctly and fore

Celebrate the new year with

cess stories of fee organiza
tion’s students, alumni and

Jasmine Guy, fee four-hour
special will feature concert

the rough places plain! Make

our streets safe, our homes

for being my Strong Tower!
Nobody but You, Lord, could

keeping us through we are
tried by evety temptation and
sorely vexed, even at fee house

that you’ve sent periodically to
correct me and direct my

fulfill their dreams of a college
education. Through a series of

Excellence” will air on more

Thank you for speaking to me

MR

allow even more people to

fee UNCF has used a new,

play an active role to help us

exciting format which features
concert performances by top-

realize our mission.”

notch entertainment. A conve

ute to fee UNCF’s host of cor

nient toll-free number is pro
vided to allow viewers fee

porate partners, detailing the
vital role they play in assisting

SALE! KLEENEX FACIAL TISSUE
144- or 250-ct. package.

7:25-02. net wt. per box

ther expand our reach and

will mark fee second year that

4/$5

1.99
SALE! KRAFT 4-PACK
MACARONI & CHEESE

The telecast also pays trib

opportunity to pledge financial

the organization to provide

contributions throughout fee

much needed scholarships and

broadcast.
“An Evening of Stars,”

educational programs.

Marion County Plans
Dr. Martin Luther King
Commemorative
Celebration-------------------OCALA - The Marion

mond, Pastor. Abyssinia Bap

unty Dr. Martin Luther
lg Commemorative Corn-

speaker.

tee is busy finalizing plans

•Monday, January 18th at

fee annual celebration.

8:30 a.m. Prayer Vigil &

This year fee Commemove Celebration includes fee

Brotherhood of Mankind
March, Martin Luther King

owing activities.
iturdav. January 16th - at

Park (SW) Martin Luther
King Avenue, next to Marion

0 a.m. Prayer Breakfast,

Citrus Mental Health Center.

lowship Hall of Greater
pewell Baptist Church,

•ADay in fee Park Celebration

(Gerig/Webb Park) immedi

v. Eric Lightsey, guest

ately following fee march.

SALE! SOAP. Dial 8-bar pk.

SALE! QUAKER CEREALS. Cap'n
Crunch, 16-oz.‘; Cap'n Crunch Peanut

Tone, Dial Ultra or Dial Plus,
SALE! LAUNDRY NEEDS. Gain 33-42-use
powder; Cheer lOO-fl.-oz. liquid; Ultra

Downy, 60 fl. oz. or Bounce 120-ct. sheets.

6-bar pkg.; Dial hand soap,

Butter or Crunch Berries, 15-oz.*; Oops

40 fl. oz. with free 7.5-fl.-oz.

all berries!, 13-oz.*; Life, 21.7-oz.* or

pump; or Dial or Tone body
wash, 18 fl. oz.

‘Net wt.

Instant oatmeals, 12.3-16.25-oz.*

tist Church, Jacksonville, guest

iv. January 17th -7:00

All citizens are cordially
invited to come out and join in

fommunity-wide Ecu-

fee festivities. James Thorpe is

il Service at Greater
'ell Missionary Baptist

the General Chairman.
For any further informa

i, 637-NW 6th Street
Rev. Dr. Tom Dia

tion, please contact Loretta

Pompey Jenkins (352) 3510824.

ter Hopewell
•tist Church
7. 6tli Terrace, Ocala
sor're W. Lee, Pastor

hoot..................9:30 a.m.

Worship.......... U a-maining Union ... .5 p.m.
Worship.................... p.m.
ervice & Bible Study
y ........... 6:30 p.m.

Trash
Bags
SS&'.SZ

2/’4

6/’5 ™ 6.49

SALE! SANITARY PROTECTION
Stayfree, 18-24 ct.; Carefree

SALE! RENUZIT. Adjustables,

200-COUNT EQUAL

Pantiliners, 56-60 ct.

‘ll-fl.-oz. cans

o.b. Tampons; 20-24 ct.,
SALE 2/$5

Renuzit Liquid Roommate;
4.4 ffcoz., SALE 2/$3

4.79
SALE! 6-PACK ULTRA

SUM* FAST* OR

SALE! SCOTT PAPER TOWELS
6-roll package.

SALE! SCOTT BATH TISSUE
12-roll pkg.

7.5-o?.* or aerosols, 9-oz.*

GLAD TRASH BAGS
13-30 gal., 42-120 ct.

‘Net wt. ,

Reg. 8.49.

Glad cling wrap;
200 ft., SALE 1.69

8.

4.49

J.47

SALE! HUGGIES MEGA
DIAPERS. Ultratrim

SALE! FRUIT OF THE LOOM
6-PR. PKG. SOCKS. Styles

SALE! MEN'S FRUIT OF THE
LOOM. 6-pack cotton briefs;

sizes 1 -5, 68-120 ct.

for men, ladies and boys.

3-pack crew or V-neck tees.

16.99
Huggies baby wipes;
80-ct. tub, SALE 2.66

I

• VZ VX

I

Ah

• \z

SALE! 3-PR. PKG. PANTIES

SALE! WHITNEY

SALE! SOUNDTRACK

Other Fruit Of The Loom
panties, SALE $4-$6

HOUSTON CD

"DOWN IN THE DELTA" CD

Sizes S-XL.

All merchandise in this ad also available at Kmart and Super Kmart stores. Sale prices effective Jan. 6 thru Jan. 9, 1999.
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Bay <_2osmetology Unit Student From St.
molds Christmas Pnrtv...... ...........
Petersburg Honored

TAMPA - On Friday,
December 18,1998 the Tampa
Bay Cosmetology Unit I held

At Lipscomb-----------

their annual Christmas Party at
the OBCA Building, 3222 N.
34th Street.

NASHVILLE, TENN-A Flatt during the 11:30 a.m. cer
student from St. Petersburg emony.
Students at Lipscomb Uni
was awarded a bachelor’s

This was a live crew who
enjoyed celebrating the holi

degree from Lipscomb Uni

versity earn bachelor of arts

and bachelor of science
versity December 19th.
Sarah Bull was awarded degrees in more than 100
the Bachelor of Science degree major programs of study. Mas
in business administration: ter’s degrees in Bible and edu
professional accountancy con cation are offered, and a master
centration. Bull is the daughter of business administration pro
of Mr. and Mrs. Gordon E. gram will begin in August

days with family and friends
from around the area. There

was plenty of food, music and
drinks to share with everyone
who attended.
In addition to the wonder
ful festivities, the Tampa Bay

Bassford of St Petersburg, FL 1999. An accelerated Adult
Bull, a graduate of Dixie Degree Program offers bache
Hollins High School, was lor degree programs for work
among more than 100 students ing adults.

Cosmetologist exchanged gifts
with each other and were
excited about their plans for
the upcoming year.

receiving degrees from Lip
Lipscomb is associated
scomb President Stephen F. with the Church of Christ.

From the looks of the pho
tos, those who were at the
party were really having a
great time as they celebrated
the holidays in the true spirit of
sharing and caring about each
other.

Assistance With
SAT/ACTExams
Available For College
Bound Minorities
ST PETERSBURG

a!

Minority students and their
parents are invited to attend an
orientation meeting for a pro
gram assisting college-bound

students in preparing for the
SAT and ACT tests on January
16 at 10:00 ami. at the Univer
sity of South Florida, St.
Petersburg.
The eight-week program,

Your Letters
To The
Editor Are
welcome

called “Promoting College
Bound Minority Students in
Education,” is free and will be
held on Saturdays beginning
January 23. The classes will

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and

socialjustice.* ‘

_

-Martin Luther King, Jr.

Reading is Vitamins
For The Mind
.AAAAA

AAAAAAA

A

math and English skills, as
well as on successful test-tak
ing strategies. Workbooks and
practice exercises will be pro
vided. The weekly classes will

be held at the Prayer Tower
Christian Academy at 1137
37th Street South, St Peters
burg, FL.
The program is sponsored

by Pinellas County Schools,
USF and local churches. To be
eligible, students must be in

grades 10-12 and have average

or above average grades and
parent support.

assist students in preparing for

The orientation session

the entrance exams required

will be held in USF’s Campus

by all Florida colleges and uni

Activities Center. For more
information, call Gerald

versities, and many others

across the nation. Emphasis
will be placed on improving

Bacoats at 553-3166.

AAA AA
►

There’s a reason

My grandkids are something else. Always

asking for more fresh-squeezed orange
juice. That’s why my refrigera-

they call me

i®

,

tor is always stocked with

►

►
►
►
►

wouldn't

anything

MB

^tejgezed from delicious Florida
Oranges, the sweetest and juiciest.

for being healthy, it takes eight
ounces of P#bli\ Premium Orange

Juice to give the recommended dose
of vitamin C plus fiber and minerals.

Those active little bodies need all that!
Whether you’re fixing a special

treat like Citrus Terrine, or just want
to brighten up your breakfast, lunch

or dinner, Publix Premium Orange
Juice is always a real sweet treat.

Have I got
a sweet treat
for them!

►
►

►
►
►

■

Publix Premium Orange Juice

the sweetest granny!

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Publix,
SUPER MARKETS

is a pleasure*
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Closing On A New
Home: Ask Questions,
Avoid
Surprise Fees
ST. PETERSBURG P charge an origination fee, gen

Middleton Alumnus Gather For The Holidays
TAMPA - Some members
lof Middleton Class of 1950

Igot together for their twenty-

ST.

eighth Class Reunion at the
West Tampa Convention Cen
ter, celebrating the Christmas

■old faces, old friends and talk
about old times.

■gave the class members, families and friends an opportunity
Ito begin and end the holiday

When it comes time for fee
closing meeting, the buyer

study conducted by the Mort

must bring evidence of home
owner’s insurance as well as a
certified check for closing
costs. Only the closing agent
and fee buyer are required to

opment Manager for the
Southeast region of fee United
States. Norwest Mortgage is

From the Middleton Gass
(of 1950, they would like to

and insurance - as well as fee

total cost of all finance
chaiges;

expect at closing, including fee
money they’ll need to bring to
fee table.”

•Mortgage note, which serves
as legal evidence and fee
buyer’s formal promise to

Once a sales contract has
been signed by fee buyer and

repay fee debt; and,

and practicing attorneys con
cerning various legal topics.

There is no chaige for attend

ing, and people can attend as

few or as many classes as the
like. During the 1998 session

of The People’s Law School,
local teachers were allowed for
the first time to receive compo

nent points for attending the
classes. The participating

teachers gave The People’s
Law School high marks.
The People’s Law School,
a series of 17 classes taught by
local judges and/or practicing

attorneys on various legal top
ics, will be held from 7:00 pan.

to 9:00 p.m. on Thursdays

beginning January 21, 1999
and ending on May 20,1999.
Gasses are held at fee lec

ture hall (building 12) at fee
Gearwater campus of Pinellas

Technical Education Center at
6100-154th Avenue North.,
Gearwater. The Program is

presented by The Gearwater
Bar Association free of chaige.

For more information or a

schedule of classes, please call
46-14869.

TAMPA - December 18,
1998, The Agency for Health
Care
Administration
(A.CJHA) approved Tampa
General’s application to pro

Currently, Shands Hospital in

Gainesville

and

Jackson

Memorial in Miami have lung
transplant programs.

vide a lung transplantation pro

The transplant program
has already received national

gram. Having now received
the standard approval Certifi

Networks for Oigan Sharing

cate of Need (C.O.N.), fee hos
pital anticipates fee program
will officially start mid-spring.

TGH will become one of
only three centers in fee state

accreditation from fee United
(U.N.O.S.). In addition, a certi
fied lung transplantation sur

geon and transplant physicians
are already on staff preparing
to initiate fee program.

performing lung transplants.

doesn’t live up to fee terms of
fee mortgage note.
“Buying a home is fee
largest investment most people
make in a lifetime,” Brundage
said. ‘It’s important to work

er. Qosing costs vary from
lender to lender and may be as

wife a good lender who can
guide you through fee process

much as 7 percent of fee
home’s purchase price.

and answer questions along
fee way.”
For more informatio:
about mortgage products am
services, visit Norwest Mort-|
gage on the Internet at
www.norwest.com,

(888) 303-3887 for informa'

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"
• Custom Waxing & Detailing

CARWASH

x--------------------------———x

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
* 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

(QUIIG.UBE) 220 ■ 34th Street North, St* Petersburg

(813) 327*1900

DETAILING
CENTER
SINCE 1958

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

___ 8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday
THE'"T~"FR~ESH~
FULL -,sl
inc
i ____ I

i
SERVICE
'WORKS! !'N SHINE" II CAR
WASH
SAVE s3°° i SAVE s2“ i SAVE $2M I SAVE *1“
I
I
30 pt. Oil Change &

Safety Check

Car Wash, IH.TKA SHIM: |

1 1000 Tri-Foam Wax System, ]

Includes Oil, Filter,

Under Chassis Spray &

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

PLUS “Free Full Service

Car Wash”

*23.99

Armorall Tires, &
Air Freshener

•

I
j

FULL SERVICE

CAR WASH
Polish Wax, III.tra
SHIVB Poly Sealant, Air

Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

__

Soft Cloth Car

I

Wash, Vacuum

Interior, Windows

I

Cleaned, Dash

I
I

Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

13.00 ! MOJO ! 7.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $15.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/22/99

Plus Tax • (Reg. $12.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/22/99

30 DAY
LAY
AWAY

Plus Tax • (Reg. $8.95)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/22/99

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?

JEWELRY
GOLD
SILVER
DIAMONDS
COINS

ALL VCR's, TV's & STEREOS ON SALE NOW!

Serving St. Pete for 70 Years
822-3677 821-9916
937 CENTRAL AVE.

At all 7-Il’s, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH’N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

I

p

call

tion on fee branch in our area.

$ CASH NOW $
TV's
STEREOS
VCRs
RADIOS
TOOLS

or

NEWS DEADLINE
IS 4 PM MONDAY

Plus Tax • (Reg. $26.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/22/99

WHIPPLE'S PAWN SHOP

•Mortgage or deed of trust,'
which gives fee lender a claim
against fee house if fee buyer

These services are usually per
formed by a third party and
directly charged to fee borrow

Mortgage points or an
origination fee may also be
things to consider. By “paying
points,” or a percentage to the
total mortgage amount at clos
ing, buyers can reduce fee
interest rate on fee life of fee
loan. In addition, most lenders

Tampa General
People’s Law School
Announces Spring 1999 Receives State
Session —-—------- ----- — Approval For Lung
Transplantation

ed monthly payment, not
including escrows for taxes

what the closing entails will
help buyers know what to

requires a property appraisal,
credit report, deed recording,
title insurance and tax services.

School consists of 17 weekly
classes taught by local judges

ownership;
•Trufe-in-lending statement,
which lists fee buyer’s estimat

each and every document at
closing. Simply understanding

take place. Qosing generally

awafe, The People’s Law

details fee cash expenditures
involved in the transfer ol

tions and thoroughly review

seller, the main steps in closing

ule is enclosed. As you may be

•Settlement statement, which

ers. “It’s important for homebuyers to ask plenty of ques

(wish the best for all of the
| Weekly Challenger readers for
I the New Year -1999.

People’s Law School. Asched-

ing:

fee nation’s leading lender to
minority first-time homebuy

upcoming year.

21,1999 starting date for the
Spring 1999 session of The

attend fee closing meeting.
Brundage said buyers
should receive at least four
documents at fee closing meet

Mortgage Community Devel-

entertainment and gifts.
Members of the class are
eagerly planning for many
(events to take place for the

Gearwater Bar Association is

nation fee percentage.

tered unanticipated fees when
dosing, according to a recent

entire process that transfers
ownership, not just a one-time
meeting at fee end of the sale,”
said Tony Brundage, Norwest

season with each other as they
•enjoyed lots of food, fun,

proud to announce the January

mortgage. Consumers shouk
be sure to ask about fee origi

gage Bankets Association of
America (MBA).
“Qosing refers to the

'Ihe Reunion brought back
a lot of good memories and

The

erally up to 1 percent of the

prepared. One in four home
buyers claim to have encoun

It was a wonderful affair of
I fellowship and getting to see

CLEARWATER -

charce an orieination I

PETERSBURG

Before you make an offer cm
the home of your dreams, be

and New Year’s weekend.

I
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Church News
Bethel AME
Pastor Dawkins, the First

Southern Diocese of Florida

Family and the members of

and Georgia in June 1996. His
favorite Bible verse is Isaiah

Bethel extend an invitation for

54:17 ‘No weapon formed
against you will prosper, and
every tongue which rises
against you in judgment you

all to join us this Sunday for
Church School at 9am, fol
lowed by our Morning Wor

ship Service at 10:30am. The

Male Choir will render the
music.
The Boy Scouts will be in

chaige of the service Sunday,
January 17, 1999, under the
leadership
of Nathaniel

and their righteousness is from

we grow and glow learning
and sharing in God’s Word.
Our 11am Worship Service
will follow Sunday School and
Choir #2 will serve. Pastor
Robinson will bring the Word
at both services.
Make plans to join us in
our Vintage Bible Study on
Wednesday, January 13th, at
11am. Ms. Helen Hilton will

this Man of God. You will be
blessed.
January is Lay Member
ship Month. All members are

urged to join the Lay so you
will be in the know.
January 24th will culmi
nate the Family and Friends
Day. The committee is work
ing and planning for the event.

Members are to be reminded
of your pledges.
Weekly activities: January
llfe-16feMonday, Boy Scouts,
6:30pm.

attended Oakland and Bethune

Elementary Schools and grad

Tuesday, New Members
class, 6:15pm; Prayer & Gass

uated from Haines City High

meeting, 6:30pm; Bible Study,

School. He attended Polk
Community College and is

7pm.

present an overview of fee
American Red Cross with
emphasis on the following
components: Transportation,
vial-of-life and telephone reas

presently a student at William

L. Bonner Bible College,

tice, 7pm; Ministerial Staff

Columbus, SC.

meeting, 7:30pm.

fee church. The focus is ‘Fam

Rev. Quintin Parker and

ilies at Risk’ and ‘Families in
Crisis’. During this day and

Moores Chapel’s Church fam

time, you may be involved or

vices this 2nd Sunday in Janu
ary, fee 10th. During both 8am

at 9:30am wife Superintendent
Mose Phillip Bell in charge.
The lesson entitled ‘Kingdom
Priorities’ is taken from Luke
12:13-15, 16-19, 20-21. All

and 11am services, Rev. Park
er will preach. Music will be
provided by fee Inspirational

parents are asked to have their
children present and on time.
Mose Bell is Church School

Choir directed and accompa
nied by Minister of Music

Superintendent. For trans
portation to Church School

Geraldine Mays and musician

you may contact fee Bits Min
istry Team members-Willie F.

may just know someone in this
situation. If so, we invite you

and your friends to come out
and join in as we are informed
how to help and encourage
one another and find comfort
in the Word of God. The
speaker for fee hour will be
Sis. Henrietta Taylor of Miami,

Florida.
Our doors are always open
to all, and we continue to
extend an invitation to every
one to join us in our weekly
services:
Monday,
6pm.

Bible

Study,

Anita Marson. The Stewardess
Board and fee Usher Board
will serve. For transportation
to church, you may contact fee
Bus Transportation Ministry
Team members-Willie Frank
Biyant, 894-6067; Robert
Golden, 867-0156; orAnthony
Macon, 328-0022, 328-8303

day evenings before 9pm.
Church School will begin

uary 24th, at 11am hour; fee

of fee American Red Cross.

Women of Power will be in
charge of fee service. We
know they exist, just what is in
their name-power. Everyone
is cordially invited to join in as
we lift high fee name of Jesus.

Jan.
17th,
observed, 11am.

Jan. 27th-29th, MiniRevival, 6:30pm. Focus:
‘Families at Risk’ and ‘Fami
lies in Crisis’.

7:00 P.M.-Friday

Everyone Welcome
IMPACT CARE CENTER
FISK (Families Interested In Successful Kids).

Dr. Joan K. Harrington, Ph.D., N.C.C., L.M.H.C
Florida Licensure: MH002940 National Board Certification: NC
22413 Provider No. 484329585
Bobby J. Patterson-Director
300 Duncan Avenue, #285, Clearwater, FL 34615 (727) 298-0121
2066 7th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712 (727) 895-1473

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619
Sabbath School: 9 am

Sunset

Anniversary Phase I will be or Maria Hardaway during
held in February under fee care1 church services.
of Pastor Parker. Serving as
The Young People Dept. is
general chairperson is Charles planning to attend Black Her
Smith. The Steering Commit itage weekend in Tampa, Feb.

■

PRAYER TIMES

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays- half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Study, Wednesdays, 7pm.
African Freedom Singers

rehearsal, Thursdays.
Inspirational

Choir

rehearsal, Jan. 7th.

V

?

'. .

2025 W. CeiUrotBfrd.'

G

ORPCR OF SERVICE
Sun. Eorty
Sep/teo
Sun. SurxJay Schoos * Ort»n!«SSon Cteisji
. Suaj. Metrtit-ig Serves
SW4. Ctxwmiton Swvleo Oxi Wo,)
Sun 8.T.U
rvxss. Proper Msesiog ft 8iU» siuay

7.30 AM
9:30 AM
11:00 AM

.

tOO PM
4 46 RM

J
'

X&OO

AM & W PM

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

REV. FRED L MAXWELL, PASTOR

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

HMfi

First Mt. Pilgrim Evangelist
Missionary Baptist Church, Inc.

Travelers Rest

2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FJj
Reverend L.E Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Missionary Baptist Church
2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

Sunday Worship
Sunday School............. 10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship............ 6:00 pm

Wednesday Prayer Meeting and Bible Study ....................................... 7;00 pm
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting................................................ ...............6:30 pm

Mid-Morning Worship Service..................11:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................... 930a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)............7:00 p.m.

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

i

"

jt

10th Street Church Of God

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Rjtersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Faith Temple Life Changing /Ministries

Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study

LEWIS W. EDWARDS

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

Hew ^Philadelphia Community Church|

M.A., M.DIV, D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 * St. Petersburg, EE 33733

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

Sunday School....................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study...................................
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.

Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor

9=00 AM............................................ Prayer Time)

Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

Wisdom School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)

20th Street
Church Of
Christ

Wednesdays, 12 noon.
Prayer
Service/Bible

dra Williams, Y.P.D. Director,

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

You ore invited to shore spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a
Christian community for everyone

WEDNESDAY

hearsalsNoon Day Prayer Service,

sale. Please contact Wesley
Smith of fee Youth Dept, San

FRIDAY
John A. Evans,. Sr.

•

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before

Services/Meetings/Re-

ment have both cassette and
video tapes of all services for

TUESDAY

12:30 PM.................................................................................Alter Service Fellowship!

Morning Worship: 11 am

detector, please contact Nancy
HarreU.

The Young People Depart

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

9:30 AM................................................................................ Sunday School
11:00 AM.............................................................................. . . . . . .Worship^

SATURDAYS

Scott, President.

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

ELIM

Petersburg Fire Department.
Anyone needing a smoke

Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

(813) 906-8300

321-3545

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School...... .. .. .. .. . ......... .. .
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 11:00 a.m.

detectors, along wife fee St

out Please enjoy the fellow
ship. Donation $3.00. Anna

ing a campaign to assist wife
the distribution of smoke

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712

Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

Rev. Quinton Parker, Pastor
3rd century

The Daisy Pierce/Fannie
Wiliams W.M.S. is sponsor

Christ Gospel Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

IMPACT MINISTRIES
NONDENOMINATIONAL CHURCH INC.

6:30 P.M.-Evening Worship

Howard.

Jan. 24th, Women of
Power Service, 11am.

Missionary Baptist

7:00 P.M.-Wednesday

Mae Jackson, Carrie Edith

Jones and Anna Scott.
Breakfast will be served by
fee Stewardess Board Sunday
morning following fee 8am
service. You may eat in or take

Baptism

3300 - 31st Street South

11:00 A.M.-Moming Worship

urday evenings before 9pm.
Moores Chapel Church

your donations to Janice

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

Friendship

6pm.

Worship Services
9:30 A.M.-Sunday School
7:00 P.M.-Monday FISK

work or 981-3527 pager, Sat

Willie F. Biyant, Robert Gold
en, Rev. Ira Whitson, Willie

327-0997

Thursday, Youth Ushers,

PASTOR: Bobby J. Patterson
(727) 895-1473

Bryant, 894-6067; Robert
Golden, 867-0156; orAnthony
Macon, 328-0022, 328-8303

27th and 28th. Our youth need
your support. Please make

tee members are Isaac Grant,

7:30pm.

surances.
On fee fourth Sunday, Jan

for January 27th thru 29th at

ily welcome you to their ser

work, 981-3527 pager, Satur

Wednesday, Vintage Bible
Study, 11am; Prayer Meeting,
January Calendar, 1999Jan. 13th, Vintage Bible
Study, 11am, Ms. Helen Hilton

A Mini-Revival is planned

Wednesday, Noon Day
Bible Study; Mass Choir prac

Bishop Mincey became a
consecrated bishop of the

will render song service. Sun
day School will immediately

follow. You are encouraged to
attend our Sunday School as

presently the pastor of True
Holiness Tabernacle Church of
God and True Holiness, Win
ter Haven, FL. Come and hear

Williams.
The Bethel family invites
all who are burden, downtrod
den, in need of a renewed spir
it and need to be uplifted to
join us January 27-29, 1999,
nightly at 7pm for a Winter
Three-Day Revival. The guest
minister for this worship expe
rience is Bishop Willie Robert
Mincey. Bishop Mincey is the
third child of Willie R. Mon
day, Sr., and Alease Jones. He
and Romell Mincey have been
married 17 years and are the
proud parents of three daugh
ters, Roshondra, Ronika and
Rodedreia. Bishop Mincey

Pastor Robinson and the
church family invite you to
join us for Worship Services at
7:30am and 11am. At 7:30am
service, the Inspirational Choir

shall condemn. This is the her
itage of the servant ofthe Lord,
me, says the Lord’. He is

IVIoore’s Chapel A.M.E.

Greater Mt. Zion

................. .. ............................ ..................... ........... Deacon Edward Nesbittl
............. .. • ........... ............................. ............
James Robinsonl
Chfldroi Youth Ministry..................................... ........................ ..
Joyce
Clerk Mnnsty............. ...........................................................................
Wyvonnia McGee|

950 Fifth Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33711
(727) 826-9739 • Fax (727) 826-9740
Pastor Walter Fields
Church Schedule
Sunday School 10:00 AM • Sunday Worship 11:00 AM
Teacher In Action 6:00 PM
,
Prayer Nightly 6:00 PM
Bible Study Monday Night and Wednesday Night 7-30 PM
Evangelist Night Friday 7:30 PM
Noon Day Prayer Monday thru Friday
"We are the light of the world, that will not b
be hid."

^C<m

A

RobinsoJ

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

820 20th Street South

St. Pete, FL

Church School........................................................9:30 a.m.

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Morning Worship....................................................... 11 a.m.

Hpi

Baptist Training Union.............................................. 5 p.m.

MHh

Home: 896-8006
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Sunday Morning Bible Class............. _. 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ....... .10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday.................. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ..................... 5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class . . . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Schedule of services

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
—

Wednesday Bibb Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)

• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary

Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons

haysr1

Evening Worship.................................................. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting

Thursday......................................................................... 7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K Brown

• Non-Sexist Participation1 • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

“One week from church makes one weak. ”

A

— in

.

Q
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The joy of the Lord is our

5:23, ‘The Spirit Controlled
Woman’. The guest speaker
for this occasion will be the
Honorable Judge Myra Scott

strength as we prepare to move
forward in Christ for year
1999. Genuine agape love is

istry. At 6:30, the Pastoral lead
ership will meet for prayer,

Within the Deaconess
Ministry, teenage girls and

McNary, Pinellas County
Court Judge. The Deaconess

of the New Philadelphia
Church family. To be in spirit

meditation and guidance in the
way God will lead us this year.

young adult women have
covenanted to teach the rudi

Board has extended invitations

to churches in the Tampa Bay

what the church name is in
fact, is collective covenant of

This one for all and all for one
perspective on part of Pastoral

mentary nature of serving
Christ in the church primarily,

area. Deaconess President
Marquerite Hester and the

church family this year. This
collective consciousness will

leadership is being called the
‘ministry of musketeering’ as

and community secondarily.
Mothers of the church will be

entire board are looking for

manifest itself in several ways

ward to sharing with you.

throughout ensuing months.

referred to by James Robinson.
Another aspect of our col

so honored and consulted for
their wisdom and knowledge

lective covenant will manifest
itself in religious psycho

in the Godly virtues of wom

One manifestation will be

Women In Action) are prepar
ing for their Community Rea

reading through Bible by the

7am-6pm, at the comer of 26th
Avenue and 34th Street South.

fast, Saturday, January 9,1999,
at 9am. We invite you to par
take in the enhancement of

your devotion towards becom
ing a spirit-filled mind in ‘99.
Looking forward to seeing you
there.
The Installation Service is
scheduled for Sunday, January
10, at 10am. All officers elect
ed or appointed are required to
attend this service in order to
be duly installed.
Pastor Lyons and the
church family invite you to
join us for worship services at
8am and 11am and Sunday

serve.
Church Council meeting
will be held Monday, January
11, at 7pm. Each auxiliary and
board is to give a written report
of objectives for the first six (6)

months. Dinner will be served
at 6:30pm.
You are encouraged to

attend our Thursday Noon
Day Bible Study 12pm to
lpm. Currently we are study
ing the book of II Timothy.

Bring your Bible, writing tools
and a thirst for knowledge,
then grow with us each week.

The Deaconess Board has
planned their third (3rd) annu

School at 9:30am. The Praise

al workshop Saturday, January
16, from 8am to 12:30pm.

Team, Youth and Angelic
Choirs and #2 Ushers will

Theme for this year’s work
shop is taken from Galatians

When I Must Leave You
When I must leave you for a little while
please do not grieve and shed wild tears and
hug your sorrow to you through the years.,
But start out bravely with a gallant smile;
And for my sake and in my name live on and
do all things the same.
Feed not your loneliness on empty days, but
fill each waking hour in useful ways, Reach
out your hand in comfort and in cheer And i
in turn will comfort you and hold you near;
And never, never be afraid to die, For I am
waiting for you in the sky

For space allocation, see Mil
dred
Mells,
328-7028,

year 2000. Some members
will meet Wednesdays to read

drama. The Reverend Dr.

and discuss the Word of God
from 7pm to 8pm. All scripture
reading will be done prior to

ten a gospel musical of unfail
ing love entitled ‘For Better,

each class session. Before each

Anqunette Wilson or Sheila
Gomillion.

Jan. 9th, Prayer Breakfast,
9am.

Happy New Year!
Join Pastor Earnest Jones
and the Galilee Church family
this Sunday for worship at
8am and 10:55am. Usher

Jan. 10th, Installation Ser
vice, 10am.

Jan. 13th, Sister, Sister,
7pm.

Deaconess

7pm.

Jan. 23rd, Community
Rea Market, 7am-6pm.

tion will be $3.00. The com

and the Mighty Sons of Zion.
The program will be open

3000 - 4th Avenue S. ♦ St Petersburg, FL 327-5926 ♦ 327-2656
Sunday School............................. \ A-.......... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship............................... ........... 11 a.m.
Night Worship .................................................. 7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ...................8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting.............................. 8 p.m.j
Friday Tarry Service.................................................. 8p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School ............................. 11 a.m.
> •• *

Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22ncJ Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor
Church Services

8:00 a.m............................ Morning Service

9:45 a.m................................. Sunday School

11:00 a.m..........................Worship Service
5:00 p.m.

...............................................B.T.U.

"The Little Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
INTERDENOMINATIONAL

January 10, 1999, at 5pm, day before the fifth Sunday at
every 2nd and 4th Sunday of 5:30pm.
each month. There will be
If you are seeking a ch urch
classes for all ages.
horpe, we extend Travelers
Other activities include:
Rest to you. We are the
Midday Bible Study, every church...where Christ is the
Thursday, 11am.
center of attraction...and the
Mass Choir rehearsal, Word of God is preached!
Tuesday and Thursday, 7pm.
Transportation is available

Deacons, deaconess and
ministers’ wives fellowship

CYYA Choir rehearsal, for Sunday services and any
3rd and 4th Saturday, 10am.
other service by calling the
Evangelism Ministry, 1st church at 822-4869 no later
and 3rd Saturday, 10am.
than 12 noon on Saturday and

hour will be held Sunday, Jan
uary 17 at 3pm. The guest
church will be True Light

sor a fish breakfast in honor of

and Ihe Original Rorida Spiri-

M.B. Church, Rev. Charlie

Missionary Society and leaving a message.

Ward, Pastor.

ATTENTION!! ATTENTION!!

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY

Rev FG, Jackson, Pastor

Hands of Relief, Inc. of
Stewart-Isom Memorial
C.M.E. Church

(813) 822-2455

1820 Walton Street South

PEACEFUL ZION M.B. CHURCH

2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg. FL33712

1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.

Chiron School
3 30 .’ in
Morning Worship. ..11:OO a.m.

Morning Worship 11 a.m.

BT'J

.

.

5 OO p rti

Membership Training 5 p.m.

Evening Worship ’ 6 00pm

Bible Study & Prayer

Tuesday F\,cmr fj
Bible Class................ 7:30 p.m.

Meeting Tuesday 7

p.m.

Wedm sduy Youth
ft»hr>,uv«il
s 3o p ,,i
Thurvlay Prayer d Church

(727) 327-0593

School Study.......... 7:30 p.m,
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR
Choir Rehearsal....! 1:00 a.m.

Alzheimer's or other forms of dementia
Each Wednesday and Thursday
9:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.

The Church Where Christ is The HEAD

"The Church That’s Moving'Forward Together”

Bethel Community
Baptist Church

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

HE.
■H

9:30a,

....................................................
.................................................... 11:00

a

1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

j

PHONE: 896-6722

Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) ..................................... 6:00 p.m.

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

J

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Services

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday School......................8:45 a.m.

Worship Service ......................10 a.m.

1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

(813)327-0593
1 Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study.............Wed., 7:30 p.m.

a.m.
Bible Study: Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

First. Mt. Zion

Travelers Rest Missionary
Business meetings are held
Baptist Church is pleased to quarterly at 7pm.
announce that BTU (Baptist
Young
Adult
Choir
Training Union) will begin on rehearsal, every 4th Wednes

door, and we look forward to
seeing you there.

Saturday, January 9,1999,
at 8am, Pastor Jones will spon

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church

Mid-Morning Worship

word. Come and join in with 6:30pm.
us as we allow the Spirit to
Young Adult Ushers
teach us what thus saith the rehearsal, every 3rd Saturday,
Lord.
5pm.

molding and shaping of God
in order to be used for His present and eternal glory this year.

ary 10 at 6pm. Various groups
from the community will sing,
including Rev. Renting Tarver

Jan. 27th, Sister, Sister,
7pm.

School

Saturday, 5pm.
Our Mid-Week Service is
Deacons and Deaconess
held on Wednesday evenings Ministry, 1st Saturday, 10am.
beginning at 7pm with Praise
New/Reclaimed Members
and Worship Service followed Mmistry, every Sunday,
by Bible Study session. This 9:30am.
session is designed for a deep
Senior Citizen’s Fellow
er, in-depth study of God’s ship, every 4th Thursday,

The entire church family
remains spiritually pliable as
they collectively anticipate the

tualaires and Norman Howard

port is appreciated.
Galilee will host the 17th
anniversary of the Spiritual
Magnifiers on Sunday, Janu

serve under the direction of
Norman Howard.

Workshop, 8:30am-12:30pm.
Jan. 20th, Sister, Sister,

Sunday

ing Worship at 11am.

anhood.

the Pastor’s Aid Board. Dona

munity and church family sup

Board #2 and Choir #1 will

16th,

For Worse’. Plans are present
ly under way for total packag-

ly play. More information will

Galilee M.B. Church

January calendar:

Jan.

Maty Wheeler-Jones has writ

Baptist Training Union............................................................ 5:00 p
Bible Study/Prayer Service .....................Thursday 7:30 p.m.

All Nations Church of God By Faith

ing and producing of this time

individual and corporate goal

CWIA (Christian

Pastor D. Franklin Browne Circles, 3rd Thursday, 7r
7pm.
1
_ J
1
•
.
W—
.
- ~
.
and the frrembers graciously
Board of Christian Educa
invite you to our spirit-filled tion, 2nd Saturday, 11am.
services held each Sunday
Pulpit Aide Ministry, 2nd
beginning with Sunday School Thursday, 7pm.
at 9:30am, followed by Morn
Young Adult Ministry, 3rd

xl

in rr onrl

be forthcoming.

Market, January 23, from

The Pastor’s Esteem Min
istry is hosting a Prayer Break

.Qtlirlu CMcinn

Bible Study session, another

Traveler's Rest

manifestation will express
itself through the Pastoral Min

The

Judge Myra Scott McNary

Rlhlp

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

PleGAant (ftuM/e

“To God Be The Glory”

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Bealsville Church Of God

Sunday School...... . ...........................................................

2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)

Morning Worship................................................................................... 10:50a.m.

FELLOWSHIP

CENTRAL

L
L

GRACE
ERVICE
iday School
30 - 10:30
j Worship 10:30
g Worship 6:30
. - Pray 7:00
e Study 7:30

>r Leonard

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER
O
w
s
H
I
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412

NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Wilson Phone: 536-1890

9:30a.m.

Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads

Baptist Training Union..................................................

Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor

Communion............................... . ......................7:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.

4:30p.m.

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study

I-737-1746

Wednesdays.................... . ......... .,.................................................. 7:30 p.m.

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night:
p.m.
grit: 7:30
/:
Counseling and Bible Teaduni
8 or transportation: Call 866-2589

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

‘The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody

St. Joseph
Catholic Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Sunday Services Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m. Gospel Choir

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL

F
E

/iaptiAi Gbu/vch,

Early Morning Worship........................................................................ 7:00a.m.

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE

13

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

33711
(813) 327-0554

"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer
7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00

p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor
Sunday School

.........9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

________ 11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

i

Church News
Revelation Leaders visit Holy Land
Lowery, who functions as
Revelations’s Chief Operating
Officer on a day-today basis,

immediately announced plans
to send some 16 students from
four African-American col
leges on a fact-finding visit to
the Holy Land in early 1999.

friendship

MB
Church-----

Pastor John A Evans, Sr.,
and members invite you to
come worship with us this

The students will come from

Lane, Payne, Miles, and Texas
Colleges - all of which had
previously been among the
colleges and charities receiv
ing more that $1 million in
special grants from Revela

Lowery, the group met with

strongly urging both Israelis
and Palestinians to keep seek
ing peace, a delegation from
Revelation Corporation of

Israeli vice premier David Bar-

America,

the

Dlan and other government
officials and with representa
tives of the Palestinian move
ment Through most of its

economic

extensive itinerary in the Holy

empowerment organization
owned by five major AfricanAmerican churches, has

Land, a group led by the Rev.
Dr. Jerry Falwell of Liberty
University accompanied the

returned from a year-end visit

Revelation group.
The Revelation

to the Holy Land.

Led By Revelation’s cofounders, board chairman
Bishop William H. Graves and
executive vice president John

health-conscious church com
plete wife fee ‘Cafe Cornelius’
where you can have a healthy
meal, a snack or a drink extra
ordinaire, such as a smoothie

found God’s way to ultimate
health and later wrote a book

books available for people to
use as handbooks for learning
a new lifestyle of optimum

full of his discoveries, recipes

and testimonies of others who
had become vibrantly healthy
by changing their lifestyles. So
many people exclaimed, “Hal

trained as Health Ministers

Dr. Malkmus explains
how our nation has left fee
simplicity of eating food fee

through Hallelujah Acres.
Make plans today to attend
fee Dr. George Malkmus ‘You

way God made it He presents

Don’t Have to be Sick!’ semi

nar on January 22nd at 7pm at
Victory Family Christian Cen

ter, 8200 Bee Ridge Road,

his sixties wife fee health and
energy of a thirty-year-old! Dr.

death wife conventional treat
ment of colon cancer. He
began to search for answers. In

Malkmus is dedicated to edu
cating people to take responsi
bility for their own health.

was traveling.
“It just made us all the
more determined to throw our

gram, which has provided free
tickets to University of Mem

Weekly calendar:
Thursday, January 7th,
Fifth Sunday Rally planning

phis football and basketball
games for Memphis-area

meeting, 7pm.
Friday, Church Confer

one year Dr. Malkmus was
free of colon cancer as well as

After twenty years of

weight into the struggle to
bring peace about in this most

church youths.
The “Get In The Game”
program will hopefully serve

ence, 6:30pm.
Monday, beginning at
7pm, Prayer, Teachers Meet

as a model for a larger nation
wide effort “to get off the

ing, Adult Bible Study and

sacred part of the world.
Nobody should have to live

ly not the descendants of the
people who gave us the Word
itself,” said Bishop Graves.

for early January, to Revela
tion’s “Get In The Game” pro

streets and into the seats,” said

Youth Enrichment Hour.
Tuesday, 6pm, Youth

Lowery.

Choir rehearsal/Youth Usher

research, study and even oper

But the wisdom
that is from above
is first pure, then

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

(Howard Johnson Hotel)

QUENTIN J. KING, PASTOR

ing; and 7:30pm, fee Fellow

Church Life Classes - Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship - Tuesday -7:00 p.m.
Bible Study - Tuesday - 7:00 p.m.
Men, Women & Youth Ministry 4:00 p.m.

Ph # 866-3842

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

James 3:17

34th Street South

(2nd Saturday Monthly)

Tape Ministry - All Services

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor

Morning Worship
.....ii.,.
11:30 a.m.
YPWW..................................;.____ _...........
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship........ ..........................................7:30 p.m.

Diet call Judy Hartman at
727-784-2688.

lowship Usher Ministry meet

(Howard Johnson's)

SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School...... v...........

entreated, full of
mercy and good
fruits, without
partiality, and
without hypocrisy.

summary of the Hallelujah

Day Bible Study; 6:30pm, Fel

jdB4601

Bishop w.D. Holey, Pastor

gentle,
to
be

information

about fee seminar and/or a free

4601 - 34th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Antioch Church

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Sarasota.
For more

BY HIS GRACE CHRISTIAN MINISTRIES

ship Choir Ministry meeting.

The Holy Ghost Church of Cod
Purchased With His Blood

medical doctors, have been

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

Ministry meeting.
Wednesday, 12pm, Noon

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor

adopting fee Hallelujah Diet

named his teaching center Hal
lelujah Acres.

cancer after he had watched
his mother die a wrenching

the Holy Land visit, scheduled

mus and his wife, Rhonda, in
Over 1500 people, including

12:13-34.
There will be no BTU.

when a bomb went off in traf
fic one day in Jerusalem only a
block or so away from the
thoroughfare where the group

health. More than one million

people have joined Dr. Malk

lelujah! I’m well!” that George

Dr. Malkmus faced colon

group experiences at first hand

For those who ask
the
Lord
for
wisdom:

peaceable,
and
easy

word of God.
Sunday School is held at
9:30am. The theme will be

on Bee Ridge Road in Saraso
ta. Victory Christian Family
Center is a model of fee new

ating a health food restaurant
George and Rhonda have

the ten items that are killing us.
Come to see and hear a man in

like this on a daily basis, sure

WORD of GOD

in both services. The Deacons
Ministry will lead in prayer
and praise devotion, and Pastor
Evans will preach fee divine

1999, at 7pm. The church is
located 2-1/2 miles east of 1-75

six other health problems very
simply and inexpensively. He

or carrot juice.

travel

some of the traumas now
afflicting the Middle East

held.
The Male Chorus and the
#2 Ushers Ministry will serve

SARASOTA-Dr. George
Malkmus of Hallelujah Acres
will present fee free seminar,
‘You Don’t Have to be Sick! ’,
at Victory Christian Family
Center on Friday, January 22,

‘First Things First’. Back
ground scripture is Luke

L-R: John Lowery, Bishop Wm. H. Graves, David Bar-Ilan, Bishop Dotcy
Isom, Bishop Paul Stewart and Rev. Dr. Jerry Falwell

MEMPHIS, TN - After

tion.
“We’re about the future,
and so, in the most obvious
sense, are the kids we're send
ing” said Lowery, who likened

upcoming week. Sunday wor
ship will begin at 8am, and at
10:45am a second service is

Biblical Health
In /\. Nutshell

"A Church. Called To Equip and Empower
Through the Word of Truth."

Sunday School
.................... ........10:00 AM
Morning Worship........................ ....11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bibie Study
.................................. ................. Tuesday 7:30 PM

St. John Missionary Baptist Ckurck

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

1500 N. PennsylIvania Avenue

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

7:00 PM..................................... BIBLE STUDY...................................... TUESDAY
6:00 PM..................................... PRAYER SERVICES ......................... TUESDAY

11:15a.m.

7:00 p.m.

7:30 PM..............................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL................ THURSDAY

Prayer & New Comers Class

Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

6:30p.m.

(Wednesday)

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

Daily Prayer (M-F) 11 a.m.-12 p.m.

“All Are Welcome" • “Bring A Friend"

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South

St. Petersburg, Florida

Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Greater St. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church

Morning Worship......... ............................................................ 8:00 a.m.

Sunday School..................... ........................................................ 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship.......... ............................................... 11:00 a.m.

532 - 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL

Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.............................. 7:00 p.m.

Sunday School................................................. 930 a.m.

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Morning Worship........................................ 10:45 a.m.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Baptist Training Union.......... 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night

General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer Meeting
& Teachers Meeting

We welcome you at all times.

First Baptist Institutional Church:
3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 323-7518

Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

services
am

Morning Worship................................................................ 11:00 am

Youth Bible Study.......................................................Wed. 6:30

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

pm

.................. Wed. 7:00 pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
................................................. 10:30 a.m.

Prayer Service/Bible Study

................ Tues. 7:00 p.m.

Junior Church Fellowship

............. Thurs. 6:00 p.m.

The Rev. Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Welcome... This church opens wide the door
ed in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: “COME!"
Transportation Is Available

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Prayer Tower Church 0{ God In Christ
1135 37th Street Sooth, St. Fete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Morning

Tutoring......................... .. .Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

sunday

Sunday School........................................................................ 9:30

Sunday Worship

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer 9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday School ..................................................... 9:00 a.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Phone: 898-3838

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Evening Worship....................6 p.m.

Sunday School 10 a.m.

Sunday Services
Sunday Sckool ........................................................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worskip................................................................................................ 11:00a.m.
Baptist Training Union .......................................................................... 5:00 p.m.
Evening VCkrskip..............................................................
6:00p.m.
Vfcchlu Services
Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
_Prayer Meeting & Bikle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

9:00 AM.................... ................. CHURCH SCHOOL...........................SUNDAY
5:00 PM............................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER................... TUESDAY

9:30a.m.

Bible Study (Monday)

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sill

10:30 AM....................PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ................. SUNDAY

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

Morning Worship

Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

Church: 327-8072

Sunday School

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Trilli

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL33712
Phone: 894-4311

Sunday School:

9:00 a.m.

Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 8:00-9:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Hr*
Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day
care, after school care, boy scouts, private school.

Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Monday - Bible Study 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday - Vintage Bible Study 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday - Prayer Meeting 7:30 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 ‘Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")
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Club 1801 Rings In The New Year
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Students

Can Conduct
Research &

ST. PETERSBURG-On
New Years Eve night, the

Make Money

crowd headed tor Club 1801
where the highlights of the

HOUSTON - College

evening were celebrated in
class and elegance, ringing in

undeigraduates interested in a

career in medicine can conduct
research and earn money at the
same time during a 10-week

the New Year with a spectacu
lar celebration.
Mr. Qeveland Johnson
was joined by many of his
friends and business associates

summer program.

from the community and sur

program sponsored by the
Graduate School at Baylor

The Summer Medical and
Research Training (SMART)

rounding areas to bring in the
New Year with a grand finale.

College of Medicine in Hous

A Holiday gala that got
under way at 8:00 pjn. until

ton, is designed for students
interested
in
scientific

after the new year came in,

research, and offers first-hand
work experience in laborato
ries conducting biomedical

with horns, hats and other hol

iday novelties.

research.

This large group of indi

event

“Students get to be
involved in on-going research

while showcasing profession

projects that directly affects the

al business groups and individ
uals throughout the communi-

health of everyone,” said Dr.
Gayle Slaughter, SMART pro

There was plenty of fine
food, drinks and a buffet

gram director. “Students are
matched with mentors based
on their educational and labo

spread that included all of your
favorite foods; music and

ratory experience, and mutual
interests.”

entertainment that was provid

ed by Kayla Hill and Act ID,

The program offers daily
seminars featuring Baylor fac

dancing, networking and
socializing in the true spirit of

ulty members discussing top
ics on the cutting edge of bio

the holiday season.

medical research. Students
also have a chance to learn
about career development, and
receive personal counseling
from Baylor faculty and
administrators.

viduals welcomed the blacktie,

end-of-the-year

This year the affair attract
ed more than 80 of the most
prominent individuals in the
city. According to many of the
invididuals that attended, this

Applicants must have a
minimum grade point average
(GPA) of 3.0 Approximately
80 students are selected for the

was a very enjoyable, funfilled way to bring in the New
Year.
Gub 1801 (formerly Back
Stage), a club located in the

highly competitive program.
“The SMART program
gives undeigraduates from
around the country an opportu
nity to interact with peers who
are bright and committed to
science,” said Slaughter, a
Baylor assistant professor of
cell biology. “Students, walk
away from -the program with
the confidence and determina
tion necessary to make it
through the challenge of med
ical or graduate school.”
To apply, contact the
SMART Program at (713)
798-5915 or write to SMART
Program, Baylor College of
Medicine, One Baylor Plaza,
N204K, Houston, TX 77030.

heart of the St. Petersburg
community
has
totally
changed its atmosphere to
accommodate banquets, par
ties, conferences and other

special events.
Be on the lookout for more
happenings in the year 19991

and Fust Friday Features to be |
held at this location.

The program can also be con
tacted by e-mail at smart-program@bcm.tmc.edu
or
through the Baylor website at
http://www.bcm.tmc.edu/smar
t. The deadline for postmark
ing applications is Feb. 1,
1999.

READ A

NEWSPAPER

EVERYDAY

City Encourages Recycling Trees Into Yuietide Mulch Winter Session Of Antiques
& Collectibles Class To Begin
ST.

PETERSBURG-

There’s more than one use for

•3802-54th Avenue
•2500-26th Avenue

South
South

when dropping off the tree, it
should be removed and placed

apartment complexes, place
trees in a central location.

crews will collect trees on reg

in the bin provided for tree

When trees accumulate, apart

The city sanitation depart

ment managers should call

ment reminds residents to

Winter session ofJudySchumutzer’s Antiques and Col

at

remove the tree stand, all dec
orations and lights, and espe

lectibles Class will begin at

893-7351 or schedule a pick

ular collection days.

,

CLEARWATER - The

•2453-20th Avenue North.

useful mulch. St. Petersburg
residents who want to dispose
of their trees are encouraged to

open 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m Mon
day through Friday; and 8 a.m.

bags.
If you are unable to drop
off your trees, please follow

Heritage Village. 11909 125th

The class introduces a vari
ety of topics with guest speak
ers, videos, slide presentations,

to 5:30 p.m. on Saturday and
Sunday. Each site has a desig

these instructions: (1): Place
you tree beside your garbage

up. (3): At smaller apartment
complexes, place trees beside

cially the plastic disposal bag
before discarding their tree.

Street North in Largo, on
Wednesday, February 3,1999.

and lectures as part of classes.
Specific topics for this session

nated area for discarded trees.
If a plastic tree bag is used

container in the usual location

or behind the large metal
dumpsters and Sanitation

For more information call
893-7398 or 893-7360.

The special eight-week session

include Jewelry, glass, art pot
tery, and more! All different

bring them to one of several
RecyclaMats/Brush Sites in
the city. The St.Petersburg
Sanitation Department will
begin curbside collection of
discarded trees the week of

ReclyclaMats are

The

(curb or alley). (2): In large

Commercial

Sanitation

SHIRLEY'S BEAUTY PALACE
zciatizinq in tPiz [atzit Atail and

January 4,1999.
If you want to dispose of
your tree immediately, take it

AVaiiCaxs. fox tbs. Entixs. ^JamiLu

to one of the city s six RecyclaMat/Brush Sites, where it

(727) 827-3951

you would like to bring home

bring your own bags and shov
el. The site locations are:
•1000-62nd Ave. NE; *4015

ML King/Ninth Street South;

•775()-26th Avenue North;

Hours of Operation:
Monday

9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Friday

9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Closed

ommended. For further infor
mation or to register, please

call Judy Schumutzer at 4474165. Sponsored by the Pinel
las County Historical Society.

DESIGN,

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

WAVE
SYDESIGN’

SCSSEfMTTAL.S™

Artistic Hair Fashion

Creative-N-style

SHIRLEY BROWN - Stylist/Owner

321-6802

321-4840

321-9322

Call for Appointment • Walk-Ins Welcome

Yogi's Hair Studio

(727) 827-0679

$95.00 Monthly Plan ■ Sign on from mow thru
Jan. 11th at this fate

Christmas Special!!! - Chemical Relaxer by:
Kemi Savage @ $38.00

Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Sunday

chaiged. Pre-registration is rec

Carla's Hair Affair

•

tuesday, Wednesday, &

Thursday 2:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

encouraged to bring in objects
for show and tell. Free

Professional Hair Care Products

1717 - 1st Ave. N., St. Pete 33713

will lie ground into mulch. If

some of the free mulch to use
as landscaping in your yard,

meets from 10:00 a.m. until

from last year. Students are

noon on Wednesdays through
March 24.

Christmas trees-recycling your
holiday tree into attractive and

Basic Shampoo & Set $18.00

H*pp> '
‘HolHtyt

328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840 /
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

A-Queen Beauty
Salon
327-5241

Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074

Helen's Beauty Salon
327-5182

Robert's Hair Salon

Emerald City

866-7070

447.4548

1A

-------ENTERTAINMENT
Channel 10's Reginald Roundtree Will
MC African Tea & Fashion Show

1st Annual Mrs. Pinellas County
America Pageant 1999
Rottmayer, fee former Mrs.
Clearwater and Mrs. Conge
niality in last year’s Mrs. Flori

ORLANDO - The Mis.
Pinellas County Pageant is a
preliminary pageant to the
Mrs. Florida-America. In its
inaugural year, the winner of

da-American.
All proceeds from the

resent beautiful Pinellas Coun
ty at the Mis. Florida-America

pageant will be donated to
Speaking Up For Children,
Inc. a non-profit organization

Pageant to be held in Orlando,

which provides funding for

Florida at fee world famous
hard Rock Live on May 2,
1999. The county winner will

abused, neglected and aban

this pageant will go on to rep

doned children.
We are pleased to
announce The Harborview
Center, Florida’s most refresh
ing meeting place, will be fee

be generously awards the
entrance fee (paid in full) for
the state competition, an

her best, and will make special
guest appearances as well as
being involved in community
and charity events. She will be
managed directly by Lauri

da are perfect examples of

Mrs. America Pageant system

what the Mrs. Florida-Ameri

is truly one of a kind. It is
devoted to emphasizing that
America’s 60 million married
women are extraordinarily
beautiful, poised articulate and
versatile.
We are extremely proud to
announce that Renee Cairns, a

ca Pageant and fee Mrs. Amer

native Floridian and fee win

ner of fee Mrs. Florida-Ameri
ca 1998 title, also captured fee

making will take place.
In its 23rd year, fee Mrs.
Florida-America Pageant is

Mrs. America 1998 title this
past September and will go on
to represent fee United States
in the Mrs. World Pageant.
First runner up Rhonda Ulmer
of Longwood was recently

fee preliminary pageant to fee
Mrs. America Pageant held

crowned fee new Mis. Flori
da-America. Renee and Rhon

place where history in fee

impressive prize package to
keep her looking and feeling

annually in Las Vegas. The

ica Pageant are all about
We are now accepting
applications for fee Pinellas
County pageant and encour

age all cities in fee county to
get involved in what will
become the most well-respect
ed county pageant for married

women.
If you would like more
information please contact the
Pinellas County pageant direc
tor at 727-789-6155. If you
would like to schedule Mrs.
Florida for a personal appear
ance or speaking engagement,
please contact the State
pageant director at 407-2921222.

Sepia, Inc. To Hold
M.L. King 13th
Annual Leadership Dr. Martin Luther
& Awards Breakfast King, Jr. Celebration

and St Petersburg soloist Tim
Dillinger. The gospel group,
“Remnant,” will also perform.
Refreshments will be served.
Most of fee models will be
St. Petersburg businessmen

production, will be introduced include: Rhonda Rembert,
Pageant coordinator and
to fee guests.
This year’s theme is: Frances Williams, assistant
“Hold Fast the Dream: A coordinator who is also head
Salute to Black Entrepre ing up fee tea plans; Janet
neurs.” This production will Fitzsimmons, parent coordina

ST. PETERSBURG -The

Peggy A Quince of fee Flori

CLEARWATER -Sepia,

emcee fee African Tea and
Fashion Show sponsored by

and women, because this
year’s Black History Pageant
will be a salute to black entre
preneurs. Some of those mod

St. Petersburg Martin Luther
King, Jr. Commemorative
Commission presents fee 13th

da Supreme Court. Ms.
Quince is fee first African-

the Black History Pageant
Committee ofBethel Commu

depict the contributions of tor; Janice Andrews, treasurer;
black businessmen
and Lilette Cohen, assistant parent
women who were pioneers in coordinator; Janice Wiggins,
economic development in this activities director, Flonell

American female to serve on

Inc. will be hosting its annual
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
birthday celebration on Sun

and

nity Baptist Church. The Tea

country. The final act, will be a
tribute to 22nd Street, and all of
’fee businessmen and women

Myles, wardrobe mistress,
who is in chaige of fee fash

Awards Breakfast on January

day, January 17,1999.
The annual banquet will be
held at the Hampton Inn, 2130

organization or church. Each

eling African and business

fee Court.
For ticket information con
tact Mary Clowers, 864-3568,

Wauretta Guilford, 327-3217

U. S. Highway 19 North,

this

who helped that corridor to

Johnson,

of

at the historic St. Petersburg

or Vera Nobles, 327-5077.

obtained by calling Ms. Kellis

thrive some forty years ago.

Angels; Nancy Walker, in

Coliseum, 535 fourth Avenue
North. The keynote speaker is

Tickets may be picked up at

Clearwater, FL. The program
will start at 2:00 pin. This 21st

Lou Brown Realty & Mort

Anniversary of Sepia, Inc.

Vivian Henry at 442-4397.

Rev. Fred. L. Buckine. He is an
ordained minister, practicing
attorney and former County
Judge. He is married to Justice

gage, 2900-18th Avenue South
and Dennie K’s Beauty Salon,
2500 Martin Luther King, Jr.
Street South.
- -------

“Rejoice!! Celebrate!! Act!! A

ST. PETERSBURG - On
Sunday, January 10, from 4 to
7:00 pjn. at fee St Petersburg
Campus of fee University of
South Florida, Channel 10’s

Reginald

Roundtree

will

and Fashion Show will be held
in Davis Hall, Room 130. The

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes is pastor

of Bethel Community Baptist
Church.
Chairpersons for fee show
are Minister Myron and Loret
ta Harmon. Some 55 pageant
participants ranging in age
from lb to19 will lack off fee
show wife a processional. This
will be followed by solo selec
tions from Minister Hannon

fashions will include Raynetta
Mobley, Carole Byrd, Coun
cilman Earnest
Fillyau,

Emmanuel Eke, Atty. Daryll
Rouson, Kevin Gordon,
Councilman Frank Peterman,
Tangela Murph, Naja Shaheed, Earl Anderson, Dr.
Debra Flannagan, Ruby Hope,

Curtis
Brown,
Qatties
Dawkins, Dwayne Matt and
Constance Hills. “Angels,”

community volunteers who

are raising funds for the annual

Proceeds from the tea will

go toward fee 21st Annual
Production of fee Black Histo
ry Pageant that will be held
6:p.m. Sunday, February 14,
“1999 at Bayfront Center’s
Mahaffey Theater in
Petersburg.

St.

Pageant Committee mem
bers assisting wife fee tea plans

ions; Andrea and Chester

coordinator

chaige of fund raising, Melv
ina Randall, artistic director,
Teresa Riggs, her assistant, and
Mary Calloway, coach. The
founder/dkector is Peggy . M.
Peterman. The pageant com
mittee also receives partial
funding from the Juvenile
Welfare Board and fee City of
St Petersburg.

Martin Luther
Pinellas Folk
Festival -A Family King, Jr.
Event -------------------- Upcoming Events
CLEARWATER - Don’t
fiddle” around! Make plans

now to attend the Pinellas
County Historical Society’s
sixty annual “Pinellas Folk
Festival” to be held at Heritage
Village on Saturday, January

30,1999 from 10-4 This fami
ly event is free and open to fee
public.

house tours; a day-long jam
circle for interested visitors and
vendors selling traditional
Florida
food,
including
smoked fish, barbecued pork,

SCLC’s 14th Annual National

MLK Drum Major for Justice
Festival of Bands - Tropicana
Field, 5:00 pjn.

and coffee.
The Pinellas Folk Festival”

ing, weaving, spinning, rug

Heritage

hooking, basket making, chair
caning, woodwork,
and

Special children’s sing-along

Pinellas Weaver’s Guild, fee
Largo Cracker Quilters, fee
Woman’s Club of Tarpon
Springs, and WFLA News

wife Jack Hartman, storyteller
Windell Campbell, and petting

Channel 8.
For further information

embroidery demonstrations.

zoo; a vintage baseball game
played by 1890’s rules; historic

•Sunday. January 17.1999

Greed food as well as hot dogs
and cokes, and gourmet pie

folk, country, gospel, and
bluegrass music around quilt

include: the best traditional

Davis Center

black beans and rice, and

is sponsored by fee Pinellas
County Historical Society; fee
Pinellas County Board of
County Commissioners, fee

The day’s activities will

•Friday. January 15.1999
Martin Luther King Essay
Contest, 6:30 p.m., Enoch

Rughookers

the

call Heritage Village at 582-

•Monday. January 18.1999

SCLC’s 14th Annual National
MLK Drum Major for Justice
Parade: 1:15 beginning at
Vinoy Stouffer Hotel at 5th

Avenue North and Bayshore
Drive proceeding to Central,

•Saturday, January 20.1999

AFL-CIO Martin Luther
King, Jr. Labor Breakfast, St
Petersburg Coliseum, 7:30
a.m. Candlelight Vigil.
Martin Luther King Com
memorative Committee
The Martin Luther King,
Jr., Commemorative Commit

tee and the National Council
of Negro Women, Inc. would
like to invite you to an array of
community events in an effort
to recognize fee national holi
day in honor of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.

Annual

Leadership

18,1999.
The breakfast will be held

day On, Not a Day Off!!
Deadline for tickets is Jan

uary 15,1999. Please reserve
your table or tables for your

table seats eight individuals.
Additional information on

celebration

can

Glenn at 461-3802 or Mrs.

WE WELCOME VOUR

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Perpetuating The Vision Of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
“I too Have a Dream*A Cele

bration”
TAMPA- Acclaimed jazz
singer Fred Johnson com
memorates fee vision of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. wife an
evening of gospel music and
songs of celebration in I, too
HaveA DreanrA Celebration

on Friday, January 15 at 7:30
p.m. in fee Playhouse at fee
Tampa Bay Performing Arts
Center.
Johnson honors fee birth
day of Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jt on fee actual day of his (and
Johnson’s!) birth wife a tribute

Using fee dreams and hopes of
people ages 3 and up, Johnson
will tell fee story of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. and fee evolu
tion of “fee dream.” Com
posed of some of fee best
singers from local church and
gospel choirs, The Communi

ty Mass Choir complements
the events by performing
uplifting spirituals and choral
arrangements. Patrons may
remember fee choir from last
season’s performance with
The Eshangi Family Dancers.
An acclaimed musician

to fee everlasting essence of

and performance artist, Fred
Johnson has recorded and

“the dream” of Dr. King.

toured worldwide wife jazz

artists Dizzy Gillespie, Miles

Davis, and Herbie Mann,
among others. Johnson has
served as The Center’s Com
munity Arts Coordinator since
1996 and is now The Center’s
Director of Community Out

reach Special Programming.
He also writes for, directs and
coordinates fee Community
Arts Ensemble, which brings

children and adults throughout
fee Bay area together to per
form in original theatrical pro
ductions. Johnson is probably
most well known for his popu
lar Sound Sculpture concerts
feat feature audience interac
tion coupled wife innovative

jazz improvisation.
I, Too Have A Dream’A
Celebration comes to fee
Playhouse Friday, January 15

at 7:30 pjn. For ticket infor
mation see advertisement on
this page.
The Tampa Bay Perform
ing Arts Center and its pro

grams are sponsored in part by

fee State of Florida, Depart
ment of State, Division of Cul
tural Affairs and fee Florida
Arts Council; fee Arts Council
of Hillsborough County, fee
Tourist Development Council/Hillsborough County; and

fee City of Tampa.

Please plan

W. to Dr. MLK Blvd, South to
3rd Avenue, terminating in

on attending some of the
events listed above during this

Fred

Tropicana Field parking lot

moment in African-America
History.

Johnsen

If

hosts

We Welcome Your Letters to. the Editor

I, TOO, HAVE A DREAM"
- A CELEBRATION

TAMA BA/ PBtfCRMNG ARTS CENTER

PLAYHOUSE

2123.

featuring

A NEWSPAPER
ImMiRi EVERY DAY

Are you looking for
a place to go?
Why not visit

THE ELKS LODGE?
LISTEN TO YOUR FAVORITE
OLDIES

Every Friday Night
9 PM until ?
1331 - 18th Avenue South

823-1169

Hit Music by Lady “C”

THE
COMMUNITY
MASS CHOIR
A.IJLAA.

Ladies Auxiliary &
V.F.W, Post 10174
1780 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

Breakfast
Every Saturday
starting July 25
from 8 a.m. until ?

be

at
The Tampa Bay
Performing
Arts Center

Tickets:
Honoring the vision of

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
on his (and Fred's!) birthday.

$6.50

s 10.50
$14.50

Friday, January 15, 1999, 7:30 p.m.

(813) 229 - STAR!
Center Info Line: 222-1001

www.tamp>aoor»t©r.com

A ticket surcharge may apply to non-members
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CRN’s First Christmas Party Environmental Technician & Public
An Enormous Success
Works Training Programs Open
CLEARWATER - The
City of Clearwater Economic

are involved in tire cleanup and

PTEC is also offering a

Development Team is pleased

redevelopment of properties in
Clearwater’s
Brownfields

Public Works training program
which gives residents an

to announce two job training

areas.

programs open to Clearwater
residents.
Career Options of Pinellas,

The training program will
begin March 1st and will be

opportunity to advance wife a
career in public works. The

Inc. together with fee Pinellas
Technical Education Center

(PTEQ, is offering an Envi

Participants

are

required to complete 30 hours
of classroom instruction per

program. The program pro
vides classroom and on-the-

week for a total of 10 weeks.
The program is open to indi

job training in soil and water

viduals who are 18 years of

sampling, hazardous materials

age and up, are high school or
GED graduates, and are Qear

program, certified participants
are placed wife local environ
mental engineering firms that

Titcus Pettigrew

North.

ronmental Technician training

management and construction
safety. Upon completion of fee
(L to R): Maurice Daniels, Darryl E. Rouson, Tim Angiardi &

held at PIFC’s Qearwater
Campus, 6100 154th Avenue

water residents. For informa
tion about fee program, contact
Career Options at (727) 2981718.

Public Works Academy at
PTEC provides technical train
ing in fee operation and main

tenance of public works facili
ties such as parks and land

scaping, streets maintenance,
traffic operations, water treat
ment, and solid waste manage

ment Participants receive a
diploma for successful com
pletion of fee program, and
will be assisted wife job place
ment in private industry, or city

classes begin January 11 and
run for fourteen weeks through
April 27th. Qasses will be held
at fee Qearwater Infrastructure
Facility, 1650 N. Acrturas
Avenue. Students will receive
classroom and on-the-job
training, totaling approximate
ly 36 hours per week. Appli

cants must be 18 years of age
of older, high school or GED
graduates, and have ninth
grade reading, language and
mathmetical skills.
For more information
about fee Public Works Acad

emy, contact Ron Kronz at
893-2500, ext. 1086.

or county government.
Public Works training

Students To Tell
Jordan Park
TAN Their
Day Care To
Hold Dedication AIDS Stories—
ST. PETERSBURG -

Excitement is building as fee
Jordan Park community antic
ipates fee long awaited dedica
tion of the St. Petersburg

returned to St. Petersburg
where he grew up to re-estab
lish his law practice located at

535 Central Avenue. At the top
of his list of objectives for his
practice was to give back to a

community that had given him
tremendous support.
Attorney Rouson devel
oped a charitable organization
and fittingly named it Celebri
ties Bepefit Network, Inc.
(CBN). CBN’s mission is to
reacl^i^to those iri the com-s

months to 18 years. All of Rudy Bradley brought ami
these children reside in the able Christmas greetings to the
crowd. Entertainment was pro
Tampa Bay Area.
The party was held at lake. vided by Reginald Smiley, a
Vista Community Center on raper who rendered a special

the 21-Speed bicycle chose a
celebrity as his partner and

entered the contest. This team
effort had some very pleasant

unexpected outcomes. Titcus
the evening of December 23, song he wrote for the children Pettigrew's detailed precision
1998. Two members of CBN’s entitled “Stay Strong.” Quin in his shooting which made the
Board of Directors, Sherry ton Keys was the DJ who pro difference. Pettigrew, a CorSadno and Dr. Barbara L. vided the music. Bay area nerback for Penn State and his
Oguntade were on hand to businesses provided the deli partner had an instant friend
help Attorney Rouson greet cious array of foods, as well as ship, and when they won the

children and parents. Addition
ally, the celebrities who partic
ipated in this year’s party were:
Stevie Thomas and Stacy
Sanders of fee Tampa Bay
Storm: Darryl Woods NBBU

the numerous toys and prizes. contest this solidified their
The Tampa Bay Lightning bond. This young partner will
players had an away game and be the special guest of Petti
were not able to attend. Never grew at the Outback Bowl
theless, the Lightning did send Game cheering him on to vie-,

T-shirts, and other autographed tory on New Year’s Day in
souvenirs as give-aways for Tampa.
the partygoers.
It is evident that CBN’s mis
One of the most exciting sion is being carried out and
events at the party was the aspires to continue with more
grateful to Chafie Fields for celebrity shoot off contest success stories as Attorney
being instrumental in provid open to boys 10 years on up. Darryl Rouson and the Board
ing the participation of the The boys who wanted to win of Directors plan its next event.
Penn State football players

munitywho are in need. The
primary goal is to provide pos National Boxing Champion,
itive support for families and Mr. Tommy “Cochise” Brown
people who are impacted by former member of the Harlem
the ills of society. CBN is also Globetrotters; and CBN is
a vehicle for celebrities to give
back and share in this mission.

This was truly evident in
his first annual Christmas party

presented for children here to play Kentucky in the
whose parents are incarcerated Outback Bowl on New Year’s

Custom Jewelry

in the state prison system. The Day.
Dr. Victoria W. Martin, a
Sec. of the Department of Cor
professor
of Counseling at
rections, Harry Singletary, was
immediately contacted for Clark Atlanta University was

by

Inc. Originally the party was their lives. The Rev. John A.
planned for 50 children but it Evans Sr., Pastor of Friendship
quickly developed to almost Missionary Baptist Church

student awards, fee school
wife fee most participants will

collaboration between the
Pinellas Workforce Develop

all Hillsborough County high
school students to participate
in fee 1999 Jeffery L. Hicks

receive $100 and a plaque.
Each category is judged by a

Jordan Park Day Care Center.
A dedication celebration will
take place Friday, January 8th
in fee Center located at 1201

Memorial HIV/AIDS

Cre

separate team of judges on fee
following criteria: ‘knowledge

ative Writing Contest.

of HIV/AIDS;

•demonstrated writing skills

YWCA of Tampa Bay, United
Way of Pinellas and SPHA.

Sponsored by TAN and
funded through a generous
donation in memory of the Jef

22nd Street South. The dedica
tion will begin at 11:00 am.

“We are grateful for fee dedi
cation displayed by our part

fery L. Hicks, who died of
AIDS complications in 1993,

“The Day Care Center will
be of great benefit to our resi
dents, especially for those par

ners,” Irions continued. “This
was not as easy a task as most
folks thought it would be. Our
hats go off to HUD and fee
SPHA Board of Commission

the contest is designed to
increase HIV and AIDS

ents who would not be able to
achieve self-sufficiency with

out adequate child care,” com
mented Housing Authority
Executive Director, Darrell Iri
ons. The Center will serve 41

ers for their unwavering sup
port of this project, and fee Jor
dan Park residents for their
patience.

awareness in high school stu
dents.
One student will be award

‘creativity

and ‘adherence to contest
rules.
The Tampa AIDS Net
work must receive all entries
between January 22 and
March 5, 1999. Awards will
be presented in May at loca
tions yet to be determined.

(non-fiction) and short stories

For more information on
fee Jeffery L. Hicks Memorial
HIV/AIDS Creative Writing
Contest, please contact TAN at

( fiction), and will receive $200

(813)8794700.

ed Best Entry in each of three
categories:

poems,

essays

and a plaque. In addition to the

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4 PM MONDAY

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

he

clearance on this project. Mr. on hand to communicate with
Singletary expressed his grati any parent who sought strate
tude and best wishes to gies and advice for helping the
Celebrities Benefit Network, children cope with the void in

TAMPA - The Tampa
AIDS Network (TAN) invites

ment Board, Inc. through a
grant provided by fee U.S.
Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD),

Housing Authority’s (SPHA)

ST. PETERSBURG Attorney Danyl Ervin Rouson

pre-school children from Jor
dan Park and is fee result of

Wd
Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelry

Charlie Akins
Master Jeweler
(904) 696-7690
Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

Repairs while you wait
The Market Place
Saturday & Sunday Only
1-95 North Exit 128
Row B Booth 23-27

Clack Owned &
Operated

21 Years
▼ ▼▼ ▼

100, ranging in ages from six rendered the invocation. Rep.

dvertise In The Tampa
-JU! - of

Eire llkeklu

Star 16 09°*^
Holiday Sales Packages
Now Available
featuring

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.

•
•
•
•

Business Ads
Birthday Pictures
Special Section Ads
Church Ads

*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan

Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly

“I Want To Build A Strong
Future For My Family.”
“I want my family to have a great life. I’m not just hoping for it. I’m making
it happen. That’s what I like about NationsBank. They get things done.

“My wife and I fell in love with this house. The people at NationsBank
listened. Gave us fast answers. Got things moving. Now here we are in our
dream house with Garrett’s toys everywhere.
“We talked about what my wife and I want for our family and our future.
The people at NationsBank helped us come up with a savings and investment

plan that made sense.

“I know NationsBank is there for us. They’re a strong bank. And it’s great
knowing that together we’re building a strong future for my family.”

Inspirations.

Advertise In The
Paper That's

For Advertising Call

Challenging Your
Competition

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

327*9792

For more information about how we can help you achieve the future you seek,
visit your nearby NationsBank banking center today.

NationsBank

tu/eMce
The subsidiary banks of NationsBank Corporation are members FDIC.

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

f=> Equal Housing Lenders. C1998 NationsBank Corporation, visit us at wwu'.nationsbank.com
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St. Pete
Final Rites
CORBETT, LOUISE A.departed this life December
26, 1998. Her survivors
include her son, Jesse
Robinson; daughter, Vera
Granger and her grandsons,
Lester Robinson and Leon
Walker, 2 great grandchil
dren; 4 cousins, including
Rose Lee Cook, several
nieces, nephews and a host
of other relatives and
friends. Funeral services
entrusted to McRae Funer
al Home, St Petersburg.

PITTMAN, WILLIAM
“JABBO” - departed this
life December 28,1998. He
leaves to cherish his memo
ry four sons, Donald (Sue),
Richard (Hattie), Jerome
(Rev. Keturah) and Joseph
(Verdia) Pittman; four
daughters, Alice Pittman,
Elouise Cotman (Gordon)
Gwendolyn Mitchell and
Patricia Crumb (Elbert); 15

grandchildren, 25 great
grand children; 4 great great
grandchildren; a devoted
friend, Ethel Sandy and a
host of other loving family

vices arranged by McRae
Funeral Home, St Peters
burg, FL________________
SMTTH, MARCALLEN
passed December 23,1998.
Survivors to cherish his
memories are his father and
stepmother, Joe Lindsey
(Ruby); daughter, Brittany
Smith; brothers, Allen,
David, Willie, James, Jerry,
Johnny and Lewis Smith
(Frances) and Charles
Thomas; sisters, Betty and
Dorothy Smith along with a
host of other family mem
bers and friends. Funeral
services entrusted to Smith
Funeral Home, St Peters
burg, FL

WHITLOCK, DEACON
HENRY THOMAS passed December 26,1998.
He leaves to mourn a devot
ed wife and caretaker, Mary
Whitlock; one son, R.
Thomas Whitlock; a daugh
ter-in-law,
Charleszette
Whitlock and two daugh
ters, Mary Deloris Foster
and Dorthy J. Whitlock; Six
grand children; four great
grand children; one sister,
Mrs. Johnnye Mae Hubbard
(Dale), several brothers and
sisters-in-law and a host of
nieces,
nephews
and
friends. Funeral services
entrusted to McRae Funeral Home, St Petersburg, FL

im j r
HART, LILLIE MAE passed December 24,1998.
She leaves to mourn her
children, Qara W. Howard,
Merceda Dorsey (Artie),
Earl Hart (Carrie), Sylvester
Hart (Mattie), Rochester
Hart (Delia); her sister, Hat
tie McKenzie and a host of
grandchildren, great grand
children, great, great grand
children, nieces, nephews,
cousins, and sorrowing
friends. Funeral services
entrusted to Cunningham
Funeral Home, Ocala, FL.

Ocala
Final Rites j
COLBERT,
CARRIE
BELL LUCAS - passed
December 25, 1998. She

leaves to cherish her memo
ries a daughter Donna Gail
Chappell; three sons, James
Raymond and Ludous Col
bert; a brother, Columbus
Bell; fifteen grandchildren;
sixteen great grand children;
two brotheis-in-laws, Tom
Colbert and Jessie Keyes
and a host of other family
and friends. Funeral ser
vices entrusted to Summers
Funeral Home, Ocala, FL.

JONES, ELIZABETHdeparted this life December
17, 1998. She leaves to
rejoice in her memory two
grandsons, Ben Adame, Jr.
and Willie Paul Williams;
one grand daughter, Beverly
Rose Patterson; three great
grandchildren and a host of
nieces, nephews, and sor
rowing friends. Funeral ser
vices entrusted to Cunning

DAWSON, ADELL —
passed December 25,1998.
He leaves to mourn his
passing his wife, Ola D.
Dawson; one son, Bennie
Dawson (JoAnn), two
daughters, Mary D. Johnson
(Otis) and Shirley D.
McCray (Rudolph; one
brother, Ernest Dawson;
two sisters, Callie Bradwell
(Nathaniel) and Hazel
Fasion (David) and a host of
other family members and
friends. Funeral services
entrusted to Summers
Funeral Home, Ocala, FL

ham

Home,

Ocala,FL

TO LIVE THE LIFE

PARKER, CHARLES H.
-departed this life Decem
ber 23,1998. His survivors
include his wife of 57 years,
Thelma M. Parker; his
daughter and son-in-law,
Rosalind
and
Lathell
Thomas; two grandsons,
Patrick Carlos and Derek
Alan Thomas; one sister,
Emma L. Parker, a brother,
Calvin (LaVerne) Parker;
his caregivers, Juanita Cun
ningham, Regis Boatwright,
Edward and Evelyn Walker,
Edith Vaughns and family,
Frank and Barbara Wash
ington and Patrick and Patri
cia Hadley and a host of
other loving family and
friends.

Be no cause of grief to anyone... Be kind to all people
and love them with a pure spirit... Should opposition or
injury happen to us bear it; be as kind as ever we can be,
and through all, love the people... Should calamity
exist in the greatest degree, rejoice, for these things are
the gifts and favors of God... Be silent concerning the
faults of others; pray for them, and help them, through
kindness, to correct their faults... Look always at the
good and not at the bad... If a man has 10 good qualiand one bad one, look at the 10 and forget the one...
And if a man has 10 bad qualities and one good one,
look at the one and forget the 10... Never allow our
selves to speak one unkind word about another, even
though that other be our enemy... Do all our deeds in
kindness... Cut our hearts from ourselves andfrom the
world.,. Be humble... Be servants of each other, and
know that we are less than any one else.. .Be as one soul
in many bodies; for the more we love each other, the
nearer we shall be to God; but know our love, our unity,
our obedience must not be by confession, but reality...
Act with cautiousness and wisdom... Be truthful... Be
hospitable... Be reverent.. .Be a cause of healing for
every sick one, a comforter for every sorrowful one, a
pleasant waterfor every thirsty one, a heavenly tablefor
every hungry one, a star to every horizon, a light for
every lamp, a herald to everyone who yearns for the
kingdom of God.

(352) 493-1857

*

in a place of warmth and
comfort
where there are no days and
years.

that we could know, today,

how nothing but our sadness
can really pass away.

And think of him as living

in the hearts of those he
touched...

For nothing loved is ever lost and he was loved so much.

An Easy Way to Pay

In Advance For Your Funeral
"Yes, that's right, there

is an easy way to pay
for your funeral and

And so it’s only possible TODAY!

>

*

have peace of mind."

— Gloria Nowak

CUNNINGHAM’S
Funeral Home, P.A.

Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.

from the sorrows and the tears

Think how he must be wishing

Improvement must be made without delay,

■- -

(gwaCfy and Service”

this earth is only one.
Just think of him as resting

'Abdu‘l-Baka‘

For as each lesson in your church explains,
t-8tt0-4S3-l8$S

life holds to many facts -

We

e learn through life it simply doesn’t pay
To ponder ou mistakes of yesterday,
For whether born of foolishness or haste,
What’s done is done, and cannot be erased.
But then we do another senseless thing,
By dreading what tomorrow’s dawn may bring;
Believing that we cannot change our lives
Until that legendary day arrives.
And therefore, just the present time remains;

Duskm

32644

Don't think of him as gone

away - his journey'sjust begun;

The name John means “gracious gift of God.”

At CaAnajte Sv

CMEmuLH

"SWEETIE"
APRIL 1,1930 - JAN. 5,1998

BETTYE

£iotc^ faeut ftikctfa

217 S.£, m An*.. P.0. Box 490

WILLIE JAMES DAVIS

Love Always Your Wife,

and friends. Funeral--ser) ifillOUas.
.‘-5

&

Funeral

An <Av{EmoTi.am

"Your Friends Who Care"

The average funeral costs much less today than most

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 ATAFFORDABLE PRICES

people think. However, in the future, an average funeral
will cost more.

Larry M. Saunders, LF.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue............................................. ..

.(352) 372-2537

P.O.Box 592 ..................................................................... (352)377-6128

If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't

Gainesville, FL32602 ............................................. Fax: (352)377-5678

pose a financial burden to those left behind.
Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your

Creal Funeral
Homes
Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg. FL 33712
I
896-2602
I
1
I

Dr. M.L. King St. Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L. King Street South
St. Petersburg. FL 33705

needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE
A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Licensed Funeral
Directors
732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

you want and if you relocate—your plan goes with you.

\

Young's
Funeral
L Home

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young

Arrangement Plan

1

Burial Service • Funeral Service

Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Serving From Ttoo Convenient Locations

(Summers funeral

me

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,

Confidence and Understanding"

Call or Write to us today
to learn more about
funeral planning.

Funeral Director
Since 1975

1005 Howard Street

State Approved Pre-Funeral

Don't delay...

(Comer So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

Clearwater, FL

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King jr. Street South

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813)095-6005

442-2388

Limousine Rental Service

351-0566.......................................... Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

2238 NW 10th St............................. Alvis Summers, L.F.D.

Building a Tradition of Faith, Integrity and

Compassion............

Ocala, Florida 34475 .......................................Notary Public

. . . meeting the changing needs of our

Community
and the Families

we serve, with
Dwayne E. Matt

Innovative and Personalized

Immaculste Matt

Service

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

1534 - 18th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

727-894-2266
Community Resource Center On Funeral
Services, Pre-planning, Social Security, Veteran Affairs
Call Today
For Free Pamphlets And Brochures

Prince Matt, Jr.

Edna L. Matt

"Service is the Soul's Highest Calling"

"Taking Time To Serve Others"

Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
8-9-20
23-37-40
CA$H 3
739 582 641
074
503 826 439

Are You

RcAdiNq This?

486 Computer For Sale

GET

RES (I IT S

Upgraded Compaq Presario
with/ CD ROM, Color Monitor,
and Printer -$ 400.°°

AdvERTisE IN

3TIje JtBbefelg (ClfaUenget
ClAssiFicds

opportunities at: 822-8671. Applications
taken at: 1236 Dr. M.L. King St. N., St.
Petersburg, Florida 33705. EOE/Drug
Free Workplace

2,3, AND 4 BEDROOMS

$440 TO $575

1- 5 3-6 8-4
2- 7 1-4 3-8

WIped Our?

Join our team!! Call the Boley Job Line
for an up-to-date listing of employment

JAMESTOWN
TOWNHOUSES

EOE MFDV

I
fa

!

1

For any information leading to the
person or persons responsible for
vandalizing the Weekly Challenger
newspaper boxes.
Call 896-2922 with any information

1

i

ThE Hospice

I

OP THE FLORIDA SUNCQSST
(arwgy&r Pindias County, Florida since 1977
>00 East Bay Drive • Largo, Florida 33770-3770

Do YOU HAVE
SOMETHING YOU'D
LIKE TO SELL?
Why not
■

ADVERTISE IT IN THE

Please help us turn cries for help into thp laughter of hope.

Weekly

Challenger?

You'll

CITY OF -—....

REASONABLE OUR

Call 896-2922
OR COME IN TODAY:

2500 9th St. S.

How would you like a
FREE
Numeric
Motorola Pager? Call
(727) 546-6635 to
find out how.

St. Petersburg

Ncfond Hghway Me SafetyAdmWiafon

ERTY
OR

Having problems with:
Zoning • Board of Adjustment (BOA)
: Environmental Development
Commission (EDC) • Code
Enforcement
Building Dept. - Permits
Consult with us first. Call for an
APPOINTMENT NOW.

ATTN: WRITERS

(813) 327-1935

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS
For All Your Photo Needs
BILL THOMAS PHOTOS
Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
School Activities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraternity Activities
Sports * Reunions

©ALL ANYTIME
DAY OR MIGHT!

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
CALL

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(813) 323-5959

1427 34th St S.

Please, when sending in pictures to be
published include names and phone
numbers. Otherwise, we have no way of
Iknewing who they are. Thank you.

Phone 727/541-0803

PROGRAM MANAGER

(Job#002) Long-term, tem
porary (Jan.-Oct.), FT,
highly professional position
responsible for coordina
tion & development of City
of St. Petersburg Summer
Youth Intern Program;
interface with city repre
sentatives; case manage
ment of program partici
pants; provide career &
voc. counseling; establish
applicants’ eligibility; man
age & supervise staff.
Requires: Bachelor's degree
with major course work in
personnel, education, public/business administration,
social sciences or related
field; 3 yrs. professional
work exp. in employment
& training, personnel or
public service; knowledge
of the local community &
youth serving agencies ben
eficial. Hiring bi-weekly
salary: $1,040 + compre
hensive benefit pkg.

OUTREACH COUNSE
LOR (Job#003) Fast,pace,<), short-term (Jan.June), FT, professional
position recruiting econom
ically eligible youth, ages
14-23, for summer employ
ment. REQUIRES: 2 yrs.
relevant work exp. or
acceptable combination of
trg. & exp. Reliable trans
portation a must. HIRING
RATE: $10.29.

Resume deadline 5:00 p.m.,
1/13/99.
Human
Resources-Specify Job #.
Career Options, 13770 58th
St. N., #312, Clearwater,
FL 33760. EOE

a difference !

YOUR HOROSCOPE

Help support

our paper by
patronizing our
advertisers !

mHT

Information Systems
Accounting
Banking
Financal Analysis
Clerical
Management/Supervision
Administration
Customer Service
We offer competitive salaries, excellent benefits, a stable working
environment, and opportunities for career advancement, training,

Libra
September 23 to October 22

Taurus
April 20 to May 20

_S_2-_U Romantic interludes await you
on the 10th and 11th. Once powerful
stars jump-start ambitions on the 13th,
the only direction for your career is up.
Take advantage of a sun-Mercury aspect
to slip away for the weekend.

vVhy don’t you get to know us?
Raymond James is a diversified financial services company
whose subsidiaries engage in the securities brokerage, in
vestment banking, asset management, banking, and trust
services. We offer opportunities in the following areas:

Aries
March 21 to April 19

Great financial news on the
11th will make you smile. On the 13th, a
Venus-Uranus conjunction sends your
love life into orbit. When an out-of-theblue invitation pops up on the 14th, don’t
hesitate to accept.

We are a diversified
financial services firm.

WAG DESIGNS
2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

African-Ameri
can
Hairstylist
needed for our
south side location.
Position provides
paid vacation. Call
Beau Monde (with
in
Lynn
Lake
Apartments)
at
867-6032.

YOU can make

U.S. Departimii of Transportation

ING COMMERCIAL OR RESIDENTIAL PROP

respon.: case management,
career/vocational counsel
ing, establishing applicants'
eligibility for programs.
Requires: college grad + 3
yrs. exp. or combination of
trg. & exp. Hiring wage:
$10.29 - $11.52. Resume
deadline 5:00 pm, 1/13/99.
HR-Job#001, 13770 58th St.
N., #312, Clearwater, FL
33760. EOE

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

will conduct a recall and fix the prob
lem at no cost to the owner. Your call
gels the process started and can help
feep unsafe vehicles off the road.

ATTENTION

ST. PETERSBURG
Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

RATES ARE.

BEFORE BUYING, BUILDING OR RENOVAT

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

be happy

to SEE HOW

Clearly Ifs TIme To Call
Ite Auto Safety Hotune,
800424-9393

Jobline 727/541-0703

COUNSELOR (CAREER)
Location:
Clearwater.
Professional
position

I

REWARD!

productive people. And we do it village by village by village.

"I BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL
LOVE WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD
IN REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT
WE SHALL OVERCOME."
-MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.

CITY OF PINELLAS PARK

893-7324
City of St. Petersburg

Seeds of self-sufficiency that help starving people become healthy,

o

Salary commensurate with education, qualifications and skills.
For consideration, submit a resume with a cover letter, salary his
tory and requirements, and references by March 15,1999,
to:
Attn: Personnel
5141 78th Avenue
Pinellas Park, FL 33781

CARE plants the most
wonderful seeds on earth.

equipment If a safety-related de
fect is identified, the manufacturer

Other requirements include a minimum of 15 years of progres
sively responsible experience as a sworn law enforcement officer,
including at least 5 years in a supervisory capacity. Knowledge of
modem police practices and principles; innovative with a pro
gressive outlook; ability to communicate effectively orally and in
writing. Ability to become a State of Florida Law Enforcement
Officer within six months of hire.

1035 Burlington Ave. N.

s

Ihe toll-free Auto Safety
Hotline is your chance to help the
government identify safety prob
lems in cars, trucks, and automotive

The City of Pinellas Park, FL (population of 44,472) is seeking a
Chief of Police with demonstrated management and leadership
skills to be responsible for the efficient and cost-effective opera
tion of the City's Police Department. Reporting to the City
Manager, the Police Chief is responsible for a department budget
of more than $6.5 million, a staff of 130 positions, including 78
sworn officers, plus Communications, Records and Code
Enforcement sections.

Educational requirements include a Bachelor's Degree in Criminal
Justice, Law Enforcement or a related field; a graduate of the FBI
Academy or the Southern Police Institute is preferred and a
Master's Degree is desirable.

Call - (727) 894 - 0235

GREAT RATES
CALL 896 2922

CHIEF OF POLICE
CITY OF PINELLAS PARK, FL

I
I
1

Your brilliant solution to a mon
ey worry brings peace of mind on the
10th. With Mars in your corner, you could
make an unprecedented move at work—
and snare a raise or new title. Let love
shine on the 13th.

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

Powerful planets are creating
wonderful surprises in your home sector:
expect a reunion to warm your heart.
Spectacular career aspects suggest a
work-related wish is about to come true.
Passion reigns supreme on the 12th.

Gemini

Sagittarius

May 21 to June 21

November 22 to December 21

With Chiron and Pluto in oppo
sition, an increasingly health-conscious
approach will help you look and feel your
best. Take time out from counting calories
to enjoy some heady romance on the
13th. Work is favored all week.

Intriguing romance could
keep you guessing on the 13th. When a
•Sagittarius moon spotlights you on the
14th, dress for success. Under inspira
tion-boosting stars, write down any
bright ideas that come into your head.

Cancer

Capricorn

June 22 to July 22

December 22 to January 19

With newfound independence
boosting your energy, finishing work tasks
by yourself will be extra-gratifying. Make
sure higher-ups notice your initiative.
Under a sensual moon-Jupiter trine on the
12th. romance will delight your senses.

__Sj Expect traveling, writing and

socializing with friends to keep you
delightfully busy over the next few weeks,
while Mercury lingers in your sign. Need
cash? Fantastic financial news on the
13th will put you in the black once again.

Aquarius

July 23 to August 22
-J il Thanks to beneficial Pluto-

Chiron aspects, you could overcome a
bad habit you've been meaning to ditch
for years. On the 13th. watch out—you
could be bitten by the love bug! Buy an
extra lottery ticket on the 14th.

I January 20 to February 18

Why should you care about
the Venus-Uranus conjunction in your
sign on the 13th? Because it could very
well mark a romantic milestone in your
life! Take advantage of can't-miss intu
ition and go with your gut.

and individual development. Please apply to:

(7® Virgo

RAYMOND JAMES
AS5O~1ATE5, ITXK3.

H.rtlb.r Naw
880 Carillon Parkway

Stack E« h.n j ••'SIPC
■ St. Petersburg, FL 33716

(813)573-8490; fax (813)573-8752
www.rjf.com

August 23 to September 22
Though thoughts of health
are seldom far from your mind, you’ll
focus with extra intensity oh creating a
safer environment for loved ones. When
three planets illuminate your romance
sector on the 15th. love could take flight.

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

With the sun and Mercury
making you feel like the belle of the ball,
the social whirl surrounding you shows
no sign of letting up (news flash: you
don’t want it to!) Love puts a song in your
heart on the 13th.

20
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Conned Goods Blow Out Sale
WM&tM

6 to 16 oz. sizes
See store for varieties

Thrifty Maid
Canned Fruits....
29 oz. can, sliced or halves peaches or halves bartlett pears

Thrifty Maid
Canned vegetables
14.5 to 15 oz. sizes, See store for varieties

Thrifty Maid Evaporated Milk ............ .......................

.... 2/‘3
Thrifty Maid Chili with Beans................. . . . .
....... ar
24 oz. can
Thrifty Maid Beef Stew .........................
98C
Astor Fruit Cocktail......................................................
88*
15 oz. can. Regular or Lite
Bide Bay Pink Salmon

12 oz. can

14.5ioz. can

Thrifty Maid Corned Beef ....................................
12 oz. can

Thrifty Maid Corned Beef Hash .............................

99*

Thrifty Maid Unsweetened
Pink Grapefruit Juice....... .............................

98*

15 oz. can

46 oz. can

2/$I

............ *

America's Supermarket*
Prtces above are good Wednesday, January 6 tlrm Iliesday, January 12

1999

We accept: MasterCard® VISA® Discover® ATM®
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. COPYRIGHT 1990. WINN-DIXIE STORES, INC.. TAMPA DIVISION
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Ad is effective in the following counties: Highland. Hardee. Hernando. Hillsborough. Manatee. Pinellas. Pasco. Polk. Sarasota. Lee. DeSoto. Collier. Charlotte and the city of LaBelle.
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